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Introduction
Since the mid 1970s, s p e e c h - 1anguage p a t hologists have 
increased the use of the term phonology while decreasing the 
use of the term articulation when assessing individuals with 
speech sound disorders. In addition to this change in
terminology, numerous d e f i n itions of the terms articulation  
and pho n o l o g y  have been presented in the s p e e c h — 1anguage 
p a t h o l o g y  literature and by practicing clinicians. Two
general research findings and clinical o b servations have 
been c o n s i s t e n t l y  reported. First, a r t iculation is
e ncompassed within the term phonology (Costello, 1984 ;
Edwards and Shriberg, 1983; Shr i berg and Kwiatkowski, 1982 ; 
Smith, 1983). Secondly, pho n e t i c s  and p h o n o l o g y  are separate 
e n t i t i e s  (G r u n w e 11, 1985; Hawkins, 1985; H e w l e t t , 1985;
S t o e l - G a m m o n  and Dunn, 1985). In addition, several p oints
have been made about the scope of the concept of phonology.
The most prevalent m i s c o n c e p t i o n s  appear to be: (1) the
concept of p h onology replaces the concept of articulation, 
and (2) the identification of phonological pro c e s s e s
a d e q u a t e l y  explains a child's speech sound e r r o r s . Rather
than elabor a t i n g  on the debates which already plague the 
professional literature, this paper will focus on p honology 
and a r t i c u l a t i o n  as separate entities. Delineated below are 
d e f i n i t i o n s  of the terms a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phonology:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Articulation: "The p r o cess of speech production; the
vocal tract mov e m e n t s  and p o sitions interrelating and 
integrating to produce speech sounds" (Weiss, Gordon, and 
Li 1 lywhi te, 1987, p. 301).
Phonology: "...is a much broader concept than
a r t i c u l a t i o n  that refers to the language component that 
governs the manner in which speech sounds are patterned" 
(Fey, 1985, p. 8).
The purpose of this paper is to present information 
which supports the statement that a r ticulation and p h onology 
are sepa r a t e  entities, and to stress the importance of 
assessing a child's speech from both an
articulât i on/phonet i c and phono logical/phonemi c viewpoint. 
In particular, reference is made to speech a s s e s sments of 
c h i l d r e n  with repaired cleft lips and palates.
This paper will be organized into four chapters. 
First, a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phon o l o g y  will be discussed as 
separate entities followed by a rationale for the importance 
of c o n d ucting both phonological and a r t iculation analyses 
when assessing children. Chapter two presents normal
a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phonological development as well as 
ar t i c u l a t i o n  errors and phonological processes typically 
exhibited by chil d r e n  with repaired cleft lips and/or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
palates. In addition, the need to p e r f o r m  a phonological 
pr o cess analysis when assessing the speech of children with 
clefts will be discussed. Chapter three presents the
results of phonological and articu l a t i o n  analyses conducted 
on the speech samples of two children with repaired cleft 
lips and palates. Finally, chapter four includes a
di s c ussion of the results and future research possibilities.
Arti c u 1 at i on
Articulation, in the broadest sense, may be defined as 
the ability to plan and execute speech sounds by means of 
overlapping m o vements of individual a r t i c u 1 a t o r s . At the 
a r t i c u l a t i o n  l e v e l , the focus of a child's pro d u c t i o n  is at 
the motoric level. A r t i c u l a t i o n  deals with the perceptual, 
acoustic, physical, and contextual features that are 
inherent in speech sound p r o d u c t i o n  and rec e p t i o n  (G r u n w e 11, 
1987; Harris and Co t tarn, 1985; Hawkins, 1985; Ingram, 1976;
Stoel- G a m m o n  and Dunn, 1985).
Phonetic p e r c e p t i o n  is defined as the ability to 
distinguish b e t ween two p h o n e t i c a l l y  different sounds in 
which meaning is not a s s ociated (Bernthal and B a n k s o n , 1981;
Gierut and Pisoni, 1988; S t e n g e 1h o f e n , 1989; Weiss et al.,
1987). The acoustic p a rameter refers to the acoustic 
a t t r i b u t e s  that serve as cues to the p e r c e p t i o n  of speech
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
sounds (i.e., frequency of release burst, vowel context, 
formant transitions, voice onset time) (Gierut and Pisoni, 
1988 ; Hawkins, 1985; Hewlett, 1985). The physical parameter 
refers to the placement d e s c r i p t i o n  of the moveable and 
fixed a r t i c u l a t o r s  (i.e., lips, tongue, velum, mandible) 
required for speech production. F i n a l l y  the contextual 
parameter accounts for a change in the pro d u c t i o n  of a sound 
or s o u n d (s ) in a word under the influence of surrounding 
sounds. Nittroure and Studder t-Kennedy (1987) referred to 
a s s i m i l a t i o n  as c o a r t i c u l a t i o n  and stated "coarticulation 
refers to overlapping m o vements in the p r o d uction of 
neighboring or near neighboring phonetic segments" (p.319). 
Studies of both forward and backward c o a r t i c u l a t i o n  have 
shown the overlapping of a r ticulators may spread over four 
to six phonetic segments from a given segment (Benguerel and 
Cowan, 1974 ; Dan i 1 off and Moll, 1968; Kent and Minifie, 
1977). According to Kent (1988), the actual range depends 
upon the phonetic feature involved, familiarity and 
structure of an utterance, speaking rate, and stress 
p a t t e r n s .
Phono logy '
Phono 1o g y / p h o n e m i c s  may be defined as how sounds within 
a language function to signify meaning including the rules 
governing the sound s ystem of a language (Crystal, 1981;
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G r u n w e 11 , 1985 ; Hawkins, 1985; Ingram, 1981; Smith, 1983). 
Ph o n o l o g y  e n c o m p a s s e s  semantic, perceptual, and structural 
parameters. Delineated below are parameters considered when 
assessing a c h i ld's speech from a phonological point of 
V i ew :
Semantic: A child's p r o d u c t i o n  may be limited to
particular lexical choices (Estrem and Broen, 1989; 
Ferg u s o n  and Farwell, 1975; Schwartz, Leonard, L o e b , 
and Swanson, 1987).
Perception: A child's ability to contrast two
p h o n e t i c a l l y  different sounds that also signal 
meaning (i.e., cup/pup, b o y / t o y ) (Fey, 1985;
Grunwell, 1987; Harris and Cottam, 1985; Hawkins, 1985 
Hewlett, 1985; M i l r o y , 1985; S t e n g e 1h o f e n , 1989;
Weiss et al., 1987).
Structural: Investigates the rules of different
languages to det e r m i n e  the way sounds are utilized 
to c hange meaning in addi t i o n  to the structure of the 
intended word (i.e., word position of target 
s o u n d s - s y l l a b l e  structure, clusters or singleton, 
prevocalic, postvocalic) (Hawkins, 1985; Lund and 
Duchan, 1978).
Phonological p r o c e s s e s  may be used to describe the 
relationship b e t ween the c h i l d ’s meaningful pro d u c t i o n  and 
the adult target language, i.e., a child's underlying
r e p r e s entation equals an adult's s u r face s t ructure (Elbert 
and G i e r u t , 1986; Khan, 1982; M c R e y n o 1d s , 1988; Smith,
1983). On the other hand, a c h i ld's underlying
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  may be d i f f e r e n t  from the adult surface form 
(Ingram, 1976). Ingram proposed that the incorrect
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
p r o d u c t i o n  of a word may result from faulty per c e p t i o n  of an 
adult model. For example, the child who c o n s i s t e n t l y  fails 
to use final consonants may not have CVC forms as underlying 
forms; only C V . Ingram (1976) defined a phonological
process as "a simplifying tendency on the part of the child 
to alter natural classes of sounds in a systematic w a y " 
(p.77). Thus Ingram argued that the m i s p r o n u n c i a t i o n  of a 
word can be attributed to a s i m p I i f i c a t i o n  process of an 
a d u l t ’s representation. Elbert and Gierut (1986) stated a 
one to one c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  exists between the child's error 
pro d u c t i o n  and the adult target, and that phonological rules 
used by c h i l d r e n  are s i m p l i f i c a t i o n  rules. For the purpose  
of this p a p e r , the c h i ldren's underlying represen t a t i o n s  are 
considered equivalent to the surface form produced by an 
a d u 1t .
Ph onology vs Articu l a t i o n
What follows is a summary of disti n c t i o n s  between 
phonology and articulât i o n . The main d istinction is that 
a r t i c u l a t i o n  en c o m p a s s e s  < physical, acoustic, per c e p t i o n  
unrelated to meaning c h a n g e s , and contextual dimensions. In 
contrast, p h o n o l o g y  e n c o m p a s s e s  word structure, per c e p t i o n  
related to meaning changes, and semantic characteristics.
A r t i c u l a t i o n  focuses on the ability to plan and execute
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a
a speech s o u n d (s ), and includes influences other speech 
sounds have on the pr o d u c t i o n  of speech s o u n d (s ) ( i . e . ,
assimilation). Thus, speech errors relate to articulation 
if the target error is a result of other sounds in the 
environment, the complexity of the w o r d , or if physical 
c o n s t r a i n t s  are present.
P h o n o l o g y  extends the concept of a r ticulation and 
incorporates the rules governing the c o m b i nation of speech 
sounds to d etermine speech production. Therefore phonology 
includes rules specifying the pronu n c i a t i o n  of an utterance. 
Furthermore, per c e p t i o n  with regard to phonology refers to 
an a b i lity to perceive the difference in meaning between two 
phonetic speech sounds (Grunwell, 1987; Harris and Cottam, 
1985; Hawkins, 1985; Hewlett, 1985; Milroy, 1985; 
S t e n g e 1h o f e n , 1989; S t o e l — Gammon and Dunn, 1985).
Grunwell (1987) indicated a similar di s t i n c t i o n  whereby 
phon e t i c s  "... is describing what types of sound the human 
individual is, or is capable of, producing" (p.8) as opposed 
to p h onology which is "a d e s c r i p t i o n  and c 1 ass ification of 
the sound differ e n c e s  in speech on the basis of their 
c o m m u n ! cat i ve function and o r g a n i z a t i o n  in the spoken medium 
of language" (p.3). The*- following section will discuss 
a nalyses that aid in d e t e r mining if a child's speech errors 
are p h o n e t i c a l l y  or p h o n e m i c a l l y  b a s e d .
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Place, M a n n e r , and Vo ici ng Analysis
A place, m a n n e r , and voicing analysis is one analysis 
utilized to further evalu a t e  a r ticulation errors. This 
analysis reveals patterns of errors which occur w i t h i n  the 
place, m a n n e r , and/or voicing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of a speech 
s o u n d . Place is defined as two opposing str u c t u r e s  that 
accomplish a localized c o n s t r i c t i o n  of the vocal tract; 
manner refers to the degree or type of closure; and voice 
refers to the presence or absence of vocal fold vibration 
(Bernthal and Bankson, 1981 ; M c R e y n o 1d s , 1988; Weiss et al.,
1987). A place, manner, and voicing analysis enables 
specific o b s e r v a t i o n s  to be made. The o b s e r v a t i o n s  obtained 
via a place, m a n n e r ,and voicing analysis are as follows:
1. Phonetic inventory consisting of all 
correctly produced speech sounds,
2. Place error p a t t e r n s  illustrating if places 
of a r t i c u l a t i o n  are substituted,
3. Manner error p a t t e r n s  illustrating if one 
class of sounds is misa r t i c u l a t e d  more than 
another class of speech s o u n d s ,
4. Voicing error pa 6 ter ns indicating voiced 
consonants su b s t i t u t e d  for voiceless 
consonants and vice versa,
5. Clust e r s  indicating a child's ability to 
c or r e c t l y  p r o d u c e  co n s o n a n t s  together.
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A r t i c u l a t i o n  analyses should also focus on a child's 
st i m u l i b i l i t y  of speech s o u n d s , and take into account the 
d evelopmental norms of speech sounds. Other a r t i c u l a t i o n 
analyses yield information such as error type 
(substitutions, omissions, additions, distortions), error 
frequency, and errors related to the d i s t i n c t i v e  feature of 
s o u n d s .
Phonological P r o cess Analysis
An important q u e s t i o n  which does not appear to be 
redundant in our literature is "How many o ccurrences of a 
process are required before it may be labelled a process?" 
This criteria needs to be determined to aid in 
dif f e r e n t i a t i n g  between a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phonology. As
c l i n icians it is p r e p o s t e r o u s  to infer that if a child omits 
a final consonant once in his/her speech sample on a 
a r ticulation test that the process of Final consonant 
deletion is present. M c R e ynoIds and Elbert (1981)
established the following minimal criteria for their 
research : there must be four o p p o r t u n i t i e s  for o c c urrence
of a process and the process must be present in at least 20 
percent of the occurrences. M c R e ynoIds and Elbert compared 
their subjects' speech sound pr o d u c t i o n s  to an adult surface 
gloss, and revealed a signif i c a n t  decrease in the identified
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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number of p r ocesses present when o c c urrence criteria were 
a p p 1i e d .
Several p u blished assessment pr o c e d u r e s  desc r i b e  ways 
to analyze a c h i ld's speech sound errors. These include 
p r o c edures by Weiner (1979); Hodson (1980); Shriberg and 
Kwiatkowski (1980); Ingram (1981); Khan (1985), and Hodson 
(1986). Although each of these procedures varies,
e s p e c i a l l y  with regard to the number of pro c e s s e s  considered 
in each, two main p r o cess categories may be extracted: 
dele t i o n  p r o c e s s e s  and s u b s t i t u t i o n  processes. Delineated 
below are d e f i n itions and examples of phonological p r ocesses  
extracted from the above mentioned procedures.
Deletion processes: Dele t i o n  processes are those sound
changes that delete one or more consonants or syllable(s).
Example: Final Consonant Deletion: dele t i o n  of a
final consonant or consonant cluster 
Cb C d -> b E  ].
Cluster reduction: delet i o n  of one or more
consonant m e m b e r s  of a cluster 
[blJLt,k -> b ̂ K ]  .
S u b s t i t u t i o n  processes: Substi t u t i o n  p r ocesses are
those sound changes that sutfstitute one class of sounds 
for another.
Example: Velar Substitutions: anterior phonemes such
as / t ,d ,n/ or / p ,b ,m/ are substituted for 
the velar phon e m e s  / k , g , n/ CgA.n -> t A n D .
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Stopping: subst i t u t i o n  of a stop for a
fricative or affricate, or an a ffricate for a 
f r icative [ s /\ n -> t n] .
V o c a 1 ization : s u b s t i t u t i o n  of a v o w e l ,
u s u ally [o ] or [u ], for a syllabic liquid 
C b â. 1 1 -> bsitU] .
Gliding: S u b s t i t u t i o n  of a glide for a
prevocalic liquid [ 1 ^  mp — > KPu^mp 3 .
R a t i o n a l e  for U t ilizing both a Phono logical and
A r t i c u l a t i o n  Analysis
A r a tionale for e v a luating a c h i ld's speech sound 
pr o d u c t i o n s  by performing both an articu l a t i o n  and a 
phonological analysis is based on the different parameters 
a ssociated with a r t i c u l a t i o n  and pho n o l o g y  (i.e.,
structural, contextual, physical, semantic). Both types of 
analyses allow the s p e e c h - 1anguage pathologist to describe 
speech sound errors in terms of patterns as compared to an 
adult's surface p r o d u c t i o n s  and to investigate the position 
of a speech sound error ( i . e . , prevocalic, p o s t v o c a l i c ).
A phonetic analy s i s  may illustrate global patterns of 
motoric errors as compared to the adult's motoric pro d u c t i o n 
in which no c o n cise und e r l y i n g  rules for the patterns may be 
revealed. The phonetic analysis is necessary for inferring 
if sound c h a n g e s  are related to the child's coart i c u l a t o r y  
abilities, structure, delayed development of speech sound 
p r o d u c t i o n s  and/or a r t i c u l a t i o n  errors c o m mensurate with a
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child's chronological age (i.e., developmental norms).
A phonological approach allows a more in-depth analysis 
to occur. Specifically, a phono logical analysis examines 
p att e r n s  from a child's surface s t ructure productions of 
meaningful sound c o m b i n a t i o n s  as compared to an adult 
r e p r e s e n ta t ion and identifies rules d e s c ribing the patterns 
present. Patterns can extend across sounds and/or classes 
of sounds. A phonological process analy s i s  provides the 
examiner with a d e s c r i p t i o n  of the errors, not an 
e x p l a n a t i o n  or an etio l o g y  of the motoric speech sound 
errors (Elbert and Gierut, 1786; H odson and Paden, 1981 ; 
Hodson and Paden, 1983; Ingram, 1976; Schwartz, Leonard, 
Folger, and Wilcox, 1980; S t oel-Gammon and Dunn, 1985).
S u m m a r y
Chapter one was designed to define a r t iculation and 
phon o l o g y  and to discuss a rationale for utilizing both 
phonetic and phonological analyses when describing a child's 
speech patterns. A r t i c u l a t i o n  was defined as the ability to 
plan and execute speech sounds by means of overlapping 
mo vements of the individual a r t i c u 1 a t o r s . Children's speech 
sound e r rors albeit omissions, substitutions, or distortions 
from an a r t i c u l a t i o n  viewpoint may be accounted for by 
surrounding sounds, delayed development of a speech s o u n d ,
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physical constraints, or by the child's inability to 
p e r c e p t u a l l y  d i fferent i a te between speech sounds. These
errors may occur across numerous or few speech sounds. By 
implementing a phonetic analysis, the speech language 
pathologist can examine the errors as compared to an adult's 
p r o d u c t i o n  and o b s erve the pattern of motoric errors which 
may be present. In addition, an ob s e r v a t i o n  of the child's 
phonetic inventory can be determined. The phonetic
inventory of sounds allows the examiner to det e r m i n e  which 
speech sounds a child is c a p able of producing.
In contrast, p h onology was defined as how speech sounds 
function w ithin a language to signify meaning. Children's 
speech sound errors are described by one or more overall 
patterns which extend across sounds and/or across classes of 
sounds. A phonological analysis allows the s p e e c h — 1anguage 
pathologist to identify the rules of the sound c ombination 
patterns a child may be utilizing to c o m m u n i c a t e  meaning 
based on an adult p r o d u c t i o n  model.
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Normal Phonological and A r t i c u l a t i o n  Develo p m e n t  wi th 
Refe r e n c e  to C h i l d r e n  Who P r e sent wi th Repaired
Cleft Lip and Palate
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Normal A r t i c u l a t i o n  Development
Normal developmental articu l a t i o n  skills follow a 
general sequence of acquisition. Sander (1972) and P r a t h e r , 
Hedrick, and Kern (1975) focused on identifying when 
c hildren acquire speech sounds. Although individual
v a r i a b i l i t y  exists with regard to the specific age and 
sequence of a cquisition of p h o neme development,
genera 1i za t i ons can be m a d e . For instance, the phonemes 
/ p ,b ,m ,n ,w ,t ,d ,k ,g ,h / are expected to be developed prior to 
age three. Children younger than four years of age are not 
expected to have acquired the phonemes /e,^, z,v,y, ^,tj",d^/ 
in all word pos i t i o n s  (S a n d e r , 1972). Normative data for
individual speech sound a c q u i sition are illustrated in 
F igure 1 (p .22) .
Normal Phonological Development
R esear c h e r s  have also identified ages at which common 
processes might be e x p e c t ^  to be suppressed (G r u n w e l 1, 
1982; Ingram, 1976; S t o e 1- G a m m o n  and Dunn, 1985). Stoel- 
Gammon and Dunn (1985) reported the suppression of 
phonological p rocesses could be divided into two age groups : 
a) p r o c e s s e s  suppressed by three years of age, and b)
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p ro c e s s e s  present at and beyond three years o f a g e . These 
pro c e s s e s  are listed in Table 1 and Table 2, r e s pectively 
(p-23). G r u n w e l 1 (1982) revealed the most prevalent
p r o c e s s e s  in normal development are: weak syllable
deletion, final consonant deletion, r e d u p 1 i c a t i o n , consonant 
h a r m o n y , cluster reduction, stopping, fronting, gliding, and 
c o n t e x t - s e n s i t i v e  voicing. In addition, children with
delayed phonological skills acquire the phonology of their 
language in the same developmental order as normal 
developing children (Dyson and Paden, 1983; Edwards, 1983; 
Elbert, 1985; Haelsig and Madison, 1986; H o d s o n  and Paden, 
1961; Ingram, 1976; Schwartz, Leonard, F o l g e r , and Wilcox, 
1980).
Ch i l d r e n  with repaired clefts of the lip and/or palate 
are at greater risks for speech and language delays than 
normal developing children due to structural abnormalities  
and fluctuating hearing losses (McWilliams, Morris, and 
Shelton, 1984 ; Stengelhofen, 1989). Since children with 
clefts may require more s p e e c h - 1anguage pat h o l o g y  services, 
it is critical to evaluate all aspects of speech production. 
Therefore, both articu l a t i o n  and phonological analyses 
should be p e rformed to asse^ss both motoric and rule-based 
speech productions.
In the following s e c tion of this chapter, a review of 
the 1 iterature focusing on the a r ticulation skills 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of chil d r e n  who present with clefts of the
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lip and or palate is presented- First a d e s c r iption of 
c lefts including severity and incidence will be discussed.
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Figure 1. N o rmative a r t i c u l a t i o n  data based on Sander 
(1972) and Prather, Hedrick, and Kern (1975).
No t e . From A r t i c u l a t i o n  Disorders (p .80) by J.E. 
Bernthal and N . Ul. Bankson , 1981 , Englewood
Cliffs, N J : P r e n t i c e  Hall. Copyright 1981 by
P r e n t i ce H a 11.
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T able 1
Phonological processes suppressed by children three years of 
age
Un s t r e s s e d  syllable deletion 
Final syllable deletion 
D o u b 1 i ng 
Di m i n u t i z a t i o n  
Velar fronting 
Consonant assimilation 
R e d u p 1 ication 
Prevocalic voicing
No t e . From Normal and Disordered Phonoloov in Children 
(p .43) by C. S t o e 1-Gammon and C . Dunn, 1985, 
Baltimore: University Park P r e s s . Copyright 
1985 by U n i v ersity Park Press.
Table 2
Phonological processes produced by children three years of 
age or older
C luster reduction 
Epenthes i s 
G1idi ng 
V o c a 1 i za t ion 
Stopp i ng
D e p a 1 a ta 1 ization 
Final Devoicing
No t e . From Normal and D i s ordered Phon o l o g y  in Children 
(p.43) by C. S t o e l - Gammon and C. D u n n , 1985,
Baltimore: U n i v e r s i t y  Park P r e s s . Copyright
1985 by U n i v e r s i t y  Park P r e s s .
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Cleft Lip and/or Palate
A cleft lip and/or p a l a t e  is a congenital anomaly. 
There has been no single cause attributed to the formation 
of a cleft. R e s e a r c h e r s  have proposed that clefts are 
caused by mu 11ifactoria 1, adverse e n v i r o n m e n t a 1 c o n d itions 
(Bixler, 1981 ; F r a s e r , 1976). A cleft may manifest itself
in various forms, including cleft of the lip, cleft of the 
palate, cleft of the lip and palate, alveolar clefts without 
palate, submucous cleft palates, and c lefts involving the 
uvula (Albery, H a t h o r n , and Pigott, 1986; M c W illiams et al.,
1984). In addition, the severity of a cleft varies ( e . g . , 
incomplete or complete, unilateral or bilateral). The
incidence of clefts in Cau c a s i a n s  is a p p r o x i m a t e l y  1/750 
live births (McWilliams et al., 1984). This incidence 
figure varies depending on the racial group. The highest 
oc c u r r e n c e  rate is for the Japanese, 2.1 3 / 1 0 0 0  and the 
lowest incidence rate is for Blacks, 1/1900 to 1/3000 
(McWilliams et al., 1984). The incidence of oc c u r r e n c e  of a 
cleft lip is 25%, unilateral cleft lip and palate 40%, 
bilateral cleft lip and p alate 10%, and cleft palate 25% 
(Albery et al., 1986). ^
The timing of an initial cleft lip and/or palate 
op eration varies between 24 hours of birth to 18 months of 
age (Albery et al., 1986; M c W i l l i a m s  et al., 1984). 
Gen e r a l l y  the lip is repaired at three m o n t h s  of a g e , the
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soft p a l a t e  b e t ween 12-18 m onths of age, and the hard palate 
b e t w e e n  18-24 months of age (McWilliams et al., 1984). The 
timing of an oper a t i o n  varies depending on the surgeon, the 
technique h e/she utilizes, and the health status of the 
child. Som e  cleft lip and/or p alate c h i l d r e n  undergo more 
than the initial operation. The number of operations is 
related to the severity of the cleft. S e condary surgeries 
are g e n e r a l l y  performed after the initial development of 
speech and language skills. Some types of secondary
surgeries include fistula closure, management of
velopharyngeal insufficiency, and nose reconstrue t i o n .
A r t i c u 1at i on
In the cleft lip and/or palate literature, a r ticulation 
skills have been e x t e n s i v e l y  studied and researched. 
Outlined below is a s u m mary of speech sound char a c t e r i s t i c s  
reported in the professional literature.
1. A r t i c u l a t o r y  skills develop at a slower rate 
than in the non-cle^ft palate p o p u l a t i o n 
(Bzoch, 1965; M c W i l l i a m s  and Musgrave, 1971; 
Phil l i p s  and Harrison, 1969; S p r i e s t e r s b a c h , 1965;
V an Demark, Morris, and VandeHarr, 1979).
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2. A r t i c u l a t o r y  p r o f i c i e n c y  d e creases as severity 
of the cleft increases (Bryne, Shelton, and 
Diedrich, 1961).
3. F r i c a t i v e s  and a f f ricates are more difficult 
than glides and nasals (Estrem and Broen, 1989; 
Phil l i p s  and Harrison, 1969 ; Spr i e s t e r s b a c h , 1965).
4. P r o d u c t i o n  of n o n — English p h o n e m e s , glottal 
stops /?/, velar fricatives, and bilabilal 
fricatives are c ommon speech sound errors 
<Bzoch, 1971 (cited in Bradley, 1977);
Morley, 1970; S p r i e s t e r s b a c h , 1965 ; Trost, 1901).
5. Nasal phoneme s u b s t i t u t i o n s  are frequently 
used s u b s titutions (Bzoch, 1965; Estrem and 
B r o e n , 1989).
6. Voiceless sounds are m i s a r t i c u 1 ated more than 
voiced sounds (McWilliams, 1958; Spr i e s t e r s b a c h ,
D a r l e y , and Rouse, 1956).
7. Types of errors fr e q u e n t l y  observed are 
distortions, omissions, and substitutions  
(Bzoch, 1965; Morris, 1979; Phillips and Harrison, 
1969; Spr i e s tersbach et al, 1956).
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8. The most f r e q uently mi sar ticulated speech
sound is /s/ < B y r n e , S h e 1 t o n , and Diedrich,
1961 ; Van Demark et al., 1979).
9. Cleft palate c h i l d r e n  tend to develop and 
retain "backed" a r t i c u 1 ations (Peterson—
Fa 1 z o n e , 1988).
C e r t a i n  types of speech sounds tend to be d e fective  
more often than others. The speech sounds most often 
m i s a r t i c u 1 ated with c h i l d r e n  with clefts of the lip and/or 
palate are c o n s onants that require greater amounts of intra­
oral pressure. Thus voiceless c o n s onants are more likely to 
be d e f e c t i v e  than their voiced cognates. Furthermore,
articula t i o n / p h o n e t i c  p r o b l e m s  in chil d r e n  with clefts of 
the lip and palate may persist longer than a r ticulation
prob l e m s  presented in none 1eft children. This may be due to
the influence of the number of factors commonly associated
with chil d r e n  with c lefts of the lip and/or palate. Some of
these factors include middle ear infections or conductive
hearing losses (Jardini, 1986), and structural abnormalities 
(McWilliams et al., 1984). ^
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Phono 1ogy
Limited research exam i n i n g  speech sound errors from a 
phonological viewpoint with cleft lip and/or palate children 
has been cited in the professional literature. A review of 
published articles to date examining speech sound errors 
revealed the following phonological processes were most 
evident in cleft lip and/or p a late children:
G1i d i ng 
Stopp i ng
Initial consonant deletion 
Final consonant deletion 
Cluster reduction
Glottal stops substituted for velars 
<Bradley, 1977; Hodson, Chin, Redmond, and Simpson, 1983; 
Ingram, 1976; Lynch, Fox, and Brookshire, 1983).
Final consonant d e l e t i o n  and the substitution process  
of glottal stops for velar consonants were the most 
prevalent phonological p r o c e s s e s  cited in the literature. 
With regard to the cleft p a late literature, no phonological 
process norms were cited for c o m p arison to the "normal" 
population. Hence an inference may not be made with regard 
to the pr e v a l e n c e  of delayed phonological skills as 
demonstrated by cleft lip and palate children.
In addition to the summary of artic u l a t i o n  errors 
typically noted in individuals with a repaired cleft lip
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Phono 1ogy
Limited research examining speech sound errors from a 
phonological viewpoint with cleft lip and/or palate c h i l d r e n  
has been cited in the professional literature. A review of 
published articles to date examining speech sound errors 
revealed the following phonological p r ocesses were most 
evident in cleft lip and/or palate children;
G 1 i d i ng 
Stopp i ng
Initial consonant deletion 
Final consonant deletion 
Cluster reduction
Glottal stops substituted for velars 
(Bradley, 1977; Hodson, Chin, Redmond, and Simpson, 1983; 
Ingram, 1976; Lynch, Fox, and Brookshire, 1983).
Final consonant d e l e t i o n  and the subst i t u t i o n  process  
of glottal stops for velar consonants were the most 
prevalent phonological p r o c e s s e s  cited in the literature. 
With regard to the cleft p alate literature, no phono logical 
process norms were cited for c o m parison to the "normal" 
population. Hence an inference may not be made with regard 
to the p r e v alence of delayed phonological skills as 
d e m onstrated by cleft lip and palate children.
In addition to the summary of artic u l a t i o n  errors 
typically noted in individuals with a repaired cleft lip
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and/or palate, inadequate c l o sure of the v e 1o p h a r y n g e a 1 (V P )
valve may c o n t r i b u t e  to speech sound errors. Weak pressure 
consonants, excessive nasal air emission, h y p e r n a s a 1 i t y , and 
c o m p e n s a t o r y  articu l a t i o n  patterns are characte r i s t i c s  
c o m m o n l y  associated with v e 1o p h a r y n g e a 1 insufficiency (VPI). 
Approx im a tel y 25 percent of all cleft palate children 
require s e c o n d a r y  surgical management for elimination or 
r eduction of V P I . In the following section, velopharyngeal 
i n s u f f i c i e n c y , c o m p e n s a t o r y  art iculation, and a r t iculation 
will be discussed.
V e 1o p h a r y n g e a 1 Insufficiency
Velopharyngeal insufficiency is a term used to desc r i b e  
a physiological problem that results when the soft palate, 
or velum, and lateral and posterior pharyngeal walls fail to 
separate the nasal c avity from the oral cavity (Bradley, 
1979; Bzoch, 1979; M c W i l l i a m s  et al., 1984 ; Morris, 1968; 
Witzel and Stringer, unpublished). An individual who
exhibits v e 1o p h a r y n g e a 1 incompetence may be unable to 
ad e q uately close off the n a ^ a 1 cavity due to some of the 
following factors: (1) the soft palate is too short to
contact the pharyngeal wall, (2) the soft palate is of 
adequate length, but does not have sufficient mobility to 
contact the pharyngeal wall, or (3) the pharyngeal walls do
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not have sufficient inward movement to close off the space 
b e t ween the nasal and oral cavities. As a result inadequate 
cl o sure of the nasal c avity during speech may result in 
e x c e s s i v e  nasal air emission, weak pres s u r e  consonants, 
h y p e r n a s a 1 i t y , c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t iculation patterns, and/or 
omi s s i o n s  of fricatives or plosives (Bzoch, 1965; Bzoch, 
1979; Bradley, 1979 ; M c W i l l i a m s  et al., 1984 ; Morris, 1979 ; 
Trost, 1981).
In summary, limitations of anatomical structures or VPI 
may reduce a child's a r t i c u l a t i o n  skills. A r t i c u l a t i o n
testing and informal o b s e r v a t i o n s  of children's speech 
samples need to be obtained for child r e n  who present with 
clefts of the lip and p alate since this information is 
essential not only for d etermining what speech sounds a 
child is c a p able of producing and sequencing, but also since 
some of these children may have structural deficits which 
effect motoric production.
C o m p e n s a t o r y  A r t i c u l a t i o n
C o m p e n s a t o r y  ar t i cu 1 a t i^on patterns are learned gestures 
that represent errors in place of artic u l a t i o n  (Trost, 
1981). Trost viewed c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  as a child's 
effort to approximate a perceptual or acoustic target. 
These errors may cont i n u e  following surgical or appliance
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repair of the VP valve, and therefore may occur in 
individuals with an adequate VP valve (McWilliams et al.,
1984 ; Trost, 1981). K a w a n o , I s s h i k i , Harita, and Tanokuchi 
(1985) and H e n n i n g s o n  and Isberg (1986) stated
v elopharyngeal insufficiency may not be a structural defect, 
but may be caused by c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t o r y  productions. 
If c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  errors are c o rrected via speech 
therapy, v e l o p h a r y n g e a 1 insufficiency may no longer persist. 
Individuals may develop c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  patterns 
in an attempt to avoid the perceptual c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of an 
inadequate mechanism by v a 1v i ng below the level of the 
defect (T r o s t - C a r d a m o n e , 1984). Kawano et al. (1985)
observed via n a s o p h a r y n g o f i b e r o s c o p y  and f l u o r ovideoscopy 
that c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  errors could be defined "not 
only on an auditory basis but more pre c i s e l y  on the basis of 
dynamics of the artic u l a t o r y  organs" (p .180). Spec ifically, 
they noted abnormal po s i t i o n i n g  of both the arytenoid 
c artilage and epi g l o t t i s  for the p r o d u c t i o n  of laryngeal 
fricatives or affricates. Abnormal p o s i t i o n i n g  of the
tongue poster i oral 1 y and vocal fold adduction, associated 
with glottal sounds, have also been documented as abnormal 
anatomical changes utilized in p roducing speech sounds 
(Kawano et al. 1985).
Tr o s t — Card a m o n e  (1986) stated cleft lip and palate 
children differ from "normally" d e v e loping children in 
speech sound learning due to the following speech behaviors:
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<1) Cleft lip and/or p alate c h i l d r e n ’s early speech 
learning g e n e r a l l y  occurs with a struct u r a l l y  aberrant 
mechanism. (2) The m a j o r i t y  of speech sound errors involve 
posterior tongue p l a c e m e n t s  relative to normal targets and 
use pharyngeal and glottal valving. Typically speech sound 
errors produced by child r e n  with cleft lip and palate occur 
with regard to place of a r t i c u l a t i o n  as opposed to manner or 
voicing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of art iculation. In addition, 
c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  gestures (i.e., glottal valving) 
may be paired with the targeted speech sound. (3) Cleft lip 
and/or palate children tend to c o n s i s t e n t l y  replace a target 
phone with the same c o m p e n s a t o r y  articu l a t i o n  gesture across 
a variety of phonetic c o n t e x t s . In c o n t r a s t , normally 
developing chil d r e n  tend to produce both correct and 
incorrect speech p r o d u c t i o n s  for a target phone. This 
d i f ference in error s u b s t i t u t i o n s  may be accounted for by 
possible c o a r t i c u l a t i o n  differ e n c e s  between “normally" 
developing children and cleft lip and p alate children. That 
is, the speech errors of c h i l d r e n  with cleft lip and palate 
may be attributed to structural deficits and/or learned 
compe n s a t o r y  g e s t u r e s  rather than the influence of 
neighboring speech sound^. In contrast, "normally"
developing children's errors may be attributed to the 
influence of ne i g h b o r i n g  speech sounds (i.e., a s similation 
of speech sounds).
T r o s t - C a r d a m o n e  (1986) also addressed coar t i c u l a t i o n
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from a phonological viewpoint with regard to cleft lip 
and/or p alate children. Spec ifically, when glottal stop 
s u b s t i t u t i o n s  are produced for fricatives Cf,v,s,z,3 this 
s u b s t i t u t i o n  may be classified as a phonological pattern of 
stopping. In contrast, noncleft chil d r e n  typically
su b stitute a stop speech sound [p,b,t,d,k,g] for a fricative 
speech s o u n d . Therefore, the glottal stop produced by cleft 
lip and/or p alate chil d r e n  may occur due to limitations of 
v e 1o p h a r y n g e a 1 structures and thus a c o mpensatory
a r t i c u l a t i o n  g e s ture may be used as a phonological process 
pattern. In addition, although the error may be classified 
as a c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  error during early speech 
development, it may persist as a phonological error pattern 
even after structural repair. Therefore, the c o mpensatory  
a r ticulation gesture in quest i o n  must be evaluated with 
reference to both c o a r t i c u l a t i o n  and the criteria set for 
classifying an error as a phonological process.
Table 3 provi d e s  d e f i n i t i o n s  of eight distinct 
c o mpensatory a r t i c u l a t i o n  p a t t e r n s  frequently referred to in 
the cleft lip and/or cleft palate literature. For an
explicit d e s c r i p t i o n  and radiographic i1 lustrât ions of 
compen s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  t^e reader is referred to Trost 
(1981) and T r o s t —C a r d a m o n e  (1986).
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T able 3
Description of compensatory articulation patterns frequently 
discussed in the literature with regard to individuals with 
cleft lips and/or palates.
Glottal Stop : A stop consonant produced in the glottal
place of articulation. T y pically substituted for all
p res s u r e  phon e m e s  (T r o s t — C a r d a m o n e , 1984).
Pharyngeal F r i c a t i v e ; L i n g u a p h a r y n g e a 1 fricative
art iculation. Typ i c a l l y  s ubstituted for/or coarticulated
with sibilant fricatives and affricates {T r o s t — C a r d a m o n e ,
1984).
Pharyngeal S t o p ; Li n g u a p h a r y n g e a 1 a r t i c u l a t i o n  of stop 
consonants. T y pically substituted for /k,g/ (Trost-
Cardamone, 1784).
Pharyngeal A f f r i c a t e ; Glottal stop s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  produced 
with a pharyngeal f r icative substituted for oral affricates 
(T r o s t —C a r d a m o n e , 1984).
Velar F r i c a t i v e : Back velar articu l a t i o n  of sibilant
fricatives. Substituted for sibilant fricatives (Trost— 
Cardamone, 1984).
M i d - Dorsum Palatal Stops: Place of a r t iculation
approximates place of the glide / j/. Typically 
substituted for alveolar and velar stops (Trost-Cardamone, 
1984).
Posterior Nasal F r i c a t i v e : Velopharyngeal a r ticulation of
fricatives. (Struc t u r a 11 y intact, but functionally
inadequate). Typ i c a l l y  s u b s t i t u t e d  for/or c o a r t i c u 1 ated with 
sibilant fricatives and a f f r i c a t e s  (Trost— C a r d a m o n e , 1984).
Laryngeal F r i c a t i v e ; A fricative sound produced at the 
laryngeal area (between the po s t e r i o r l y  inclined epiglottis 
and the elevated arytenoids). Typically substituted for /J"/ 
and /s/ (Kawano et al, 1985).
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A r t i c u l a t i o n  and Phonology
Based on the above artic u l a t o r y  and phonological 
information, d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  between articulation and 
pho n o l o g y  provi d e s  useful information for individuals who 
present with repaired c lefts of the lip and/or palate. 
Cleft lip and palate c h i l d r e n  may exhibit more articulation 
errors due to contri b u t i n g  factors such as VPI and 
c o m p e n s a t o r y  articulation. An examiner should be cautious 
when determ i n i n g  whether errors related to VPI are 
articu l a t o r y  or p h o n o l o g i c a l , and should make observations 
of the etio l o g y  of the errors.
The structural defi c i t s  associated with cleft lips 
and/or cleft palates may not have a direct effect on the 
inhibition of the use of phono logical process error 
patterns. However, given the language delays, hearing
deficits, and frequent timing of surgical operations during 
the early language learning years, the child's suppression 
of phonological pro c e s s e s  may be delayed. This thought is 
based on the theory that c h i l d r e n  1 earn speech and language 
skills through the interaction of p e r c eption and production. 
Therefore, if a c h i ld's hearing or anatomical structures are 
abnormal during the time of speech and language acquisition, 
he/she may be delayed in terms of overall speech and 
language development.
In conclusion, both phonological and a r ticulation
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a nalyses would provide beneficial information to a s p e e c h — 
language pathologist. This information may aid the
c l i n i c i a n  in deciding: 1) Are the speech errors of cleft
palate chil d r e n  randomly produced or do the errors form a 
c onsistent pattern?; 2 > If speech error patterns exist, are 
they similar to those exhibited by normally developing 
children?; and 3) Are the speech errors related to phonology 
and/or articulation?
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This chapter presents subject d e s c r i p t i o n s  and a
de s c r i p t i o n  of the analyses utilized in this paper. The
first section includes a d escription of the subjects,
s u b j ective rating scales utilized for judgments of the 
subjects' resonance patterns and nasal air emission,
aud i olog i c a 1 results and o b s e r v a t i o n s  from oral peripheral
exami nat i o n s . The second section describes the procedures
of a connected speech sample, a place, manner, and voicing 
analysis, and pr o c e d u r e s  used with a phono logical analysis.
Bub jec ts
The subj e c t s  in this study were two English speaking 
boys aged 5;7 (years ; m o n t h ) and 4 ; 10 . Both of the boys were
from middle class soci o - e c o n o m i c  environments. Each child 
was referred to The Hospital For Sick Children, T o r o n t o , 
Canada, from plastic surg e o n s  associated with the hospital 
as part of a routine cleft management protocol at this 
facility. The c h i l d r e n  were referred for a speech
a s s e s s m e n t . The two boys used in this paper were selected 
from the Craniofacial Treatment and Research Team's client 
list of five year olds. The youngest and oldest males, 
during a one month time span, who p a rticipated in their five 
year team c o n f e r e n c e  were selected as subjects. A
description of the two subjects is provided below.
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Case 1: C.W. < age 5 years 7 months)
C.W. p resented a repaired incomplete left—sided cleft 
lip and incomplete p r i m a r y  palate, with a unilateral notched 
alveolus. C . W . ‘s lip repair was performed at three months 
of age, and his palate was repaired at IS months. In 
addition, at four years of age C.W. underwent revisions to 
both his p alate and lip. No m e n tion of further surgery with 
regard to C . W . 's lip and/or palate was reported in his 
health records. C . W . 's op e r a t i o n s  were all carried out at 
the hospital by the same plastic s u r g e o n . No family history 
of clefting or prev i o u s  h i s tory of speech and/or language 
intervention was reported.
A visual-oral e x a m i n a t i o n  by this author revealed 
slight anter i or-poster i or movement of the soft palate on 
phonation. The structural and functional integrity of
C . W . 's tongue and lips were subjectively Judged to be 
adequate for speech production. His lips were closed at 
rest and r e s p i r a t i o n  was nasal. His tonsils and adenoidal 
tissue had been s u r g i c a l l y  ^removed a p p r oximately two years 
earlier according to reports in his health record.
C . W . 's speech was c h a r a c t e r i z e d  by normal resonance 
which was judged by this writer on a scale of 1 to 7, where 
1 relates to h y p o n a s a 1i ty , 2 normal, and 3 (mild) to 7
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(severe) hypernasality. A mirror test was employed to 
assess nasal air e s c a p e  as follows; a dental reflector 
mirror was positioned be l o w  C . W . 's nares during production 
of four sen t e n c e s  repeated after this examiner, and during 
counting from 1 to 10 and 60 to 70. The following four 
sentences were used :
1) Give Gary the c h ocolate c a k e .
2) Sally sees the sun in the sky.
3) My name is Mickey Mouse.
4) Papa bakes pizza.
The above four sent e n c e s  provided the o p p o r tunity for C.W. 
to both close and open the port between the oral and nasal 
cavities in order for this examiner to subjectively assess 
velopharyngeal competence. C . W . 's nasal air emission was 
rated as context appropriate. A subjective scale consisting 
of the following c a t e gories was used : absent, appropriate, 
inconsistent, mild, moderate, and s e v e r e . Audible nasal 
turbulence was not noted during this evaluation. 
Subjectively, C . W . 's laryngeal voice quality appeared within 
normal limits with regard to pitch, loudness, and quality.
C . W . 's overall speech intelligibility was judged to be 
fair by this examiner espe<^i ally when the context of the 
utterance was known. C . W . 's rate of speech occasionally 
increased which dis t r a c t e d  from his overall intelligibility, 
as he tended to run his words t o g e t h e r . No compensatory 
articulation p a t t e r n s  or errors related to VPI were noted
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( e . g . , nasalized sibilants, weak pressure consonants).
At the time of this evaluation, formal language testing 
was not c o mpleted due to time constraints. H o w e v e r ,
clinical impressions suggested C . W . 's language skills were 
developing w ithin normal limits. This was demonstrated by 
the use of early complex sentences, correct use and 
comprehens ion of later developing prepositions, and regular 
and irregular verb t e n s e s .
A p u r e - t o n e  aud i o 1og i c a 1 e v a l uation was performed on 
the same date as the speech e v a l uation by a certified 
audiologist at the hospital. The a u d i o l o g i s t 's results 
revealed thresholds to be within normal limits bilaterally 
for all freque n c i e s  b e t ween 250 Hz and 8000 Hz. 
Tympanometry testing was reported to be normal. These 
aud i o 1og i c a 1 results were obtained from C.W. 's health 
records which were on file at the hospital.
Case 2 : C.B. (age 4 years 10 months)
C.B. p r esented a repaired bilateral cleft of the lip and 
palate. C . B . 's lip was repaired at three months of age and 
his palate was repaired at 13 months of a g e . No mention of 
further s u r g e r y  with regard to C . W . 's lip and/or palate was 
reported in his health records. The same plastic surgeon 
performed the surgical procedures. No history of clefting
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in the family and no h i s tory of previous speech and/or 
language intervention were reported.
A v i s u a l —oral e x a m i n a t i o n  revealed mode r a t e  anterior- 
posterior movement of the soft palate on phonation. The 
structural and functional integrity of C.B.'s tongue and 
lips were judged to be adeq u a t e  for speech production. His 
lips were closed at rest and respiration was nasal. C.B.'s 
tonsils and adenoids were present and reportedly 
asymptomatic according to his health records.
C.B. 's speech was charac ter i zed by normal to slightly 
mild hypernasal resonance with context appropriate nasal 
emission of air on the right and mild nasal emission of air 
from the left nostril. The same subjective scales were 
utilized as described in Case 1 for making clinical 
observations on C.B.'s resonance patterns and nasal air 
emission. Audible nasal turbulence was not noted. Laryngeal 
voice q u a lity was s u b j e c t i v e l y  judged to be w ithin normal 
limits with regard to pitch, loudness, and quality.
C.B.'s intelligibility d e creased in connected speech. 
Although he d e m o n s t r a t e d  the ability to produce a majority 
of the English c o n s o n a n t s  at the single word level, his 
articulatory p r e c i s i o n  and  ̂correct pro d u c t i o n  of speech 
sounds decr e a s e d  in c o n v e r s a t i o n a 1 speech. In addition, C.B. 
maintained an a p p r o p r i a t e  rate of speech. No errors related 
to VPI or c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  patterns were observed.
At the time of this evaluation, formal language testing
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was not conducted, again, due to time constraints. Clinical 
impressions suggested C.B.'s language skills were developing 
within normal limits. This was indicated by his ability to 
ask s y n t a c t i c a 11 y correct "WH" questions, use of
conjunctions, ap p r o p r i a t e  negative syntactic structures, use 
of early developing complex sentences, and his ability to 
use p r e p o s i t i o n s  and r eflexive pronouns.
A p u r e — tone aud i olog i c a 1 evaluation was performed by a
certified aud i olog i st at the hospital on the same day as the 
speech e v a 1ua i t o n . The a u d i o 1o g i s t *s results revealed a 
q u estionable c o n ductive hearing loss in the left ear, and 
hearing w ithin normal limits on the right. Abnormal
tympanometry readings were reported bilaterally. The 
aud iologist recommended a repeat aud i o 1og i c a 1 evaluation be 
implemented when C.B. had recovered from his cold, which may 
have been attributing to his possible hearing loss. No
previous history had been reported of a hearing deficit; 
however the audiologist reported numerous ear infections 
were reported by C.B.'s parents. The audiological results 
were obtained from C .B.'s health records which were on file 
at the hospital.
Be 11 i ng
The p r e sent study was conducted at the h o s p i t a l . The
same quiet therapy room was utilized for both children. The
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child and the examiner sat at a small table to obtain the 
data. In each case the child sat to the examiner's left. 
Present during the e v a luation were the ch i l d r e n ' s  parents.
Data Collection
A short c o n v e r s â t ional speech sample was obtained for 
each of the two cases prior to the administrât ion of the 
Assessment of Phonological Pr o c e s s e s - R e v i s e d  (Hodson, 1986). 
The speech sample was not aud i o taped as the sample was
initially gathered as an indication of the child's receptive 
and e x p ressive language skills and to familiarize the child 
with the test environment. However, an on-line
transcr i p t i on was obtained while conversing with the
children and served as part of the data source for 
conducting both a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phono logical analyses. For 
analysis p u r p o s e s , the first fifty words from the on-line 
transcribed speech sample excluding functor words and
repeated words w e r e  used. The number fifty was utilized as 
that was the m a x imum number of transcribed words obtained 
from C.B. There were no  ̂ toys utilized to elicit the
connected speech sample.
Additional data were obtained by collecting the child's 
productions of the fifty words from the Assessment of 
Phonological P r o c e s s e s — Revised (Hodson, 1986). Three
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dimensional stimuli were employed to elicit fo r t y — five 
words. The remainder of the words were elicited via black 
and white pictures (queen, music b o x , ice cubes, square, 
slide). The op p o r t u n i t y  for all English phonemes occurred 
at least twice in prevocalic and postvocalic positions, 
except for / w / , / j/, and / h / , which were only sampled in
prevocalic position. The objects also served to sample 
pr o duction of consonant clus t e r s  (e.g., s n a k e . g r e e n >; three 
of which had three elements (e.g., str i n q , s c r ewdriver) .
Each c h i ld's pr o d u c t i o n s  were obtained by having the 
child c h o o s e  an object from the fifty objects. The objects 
were randomly chosen as the objects were placed inside a 
large white p i l l o w c a s e  prior to the evaluation. The
children were not able to see the object until it was 
completely removed from the pillowcase. After each child 
had reached into the p i l l o w c a s e  and pulled out an object, he 
was requested to name the item. All speech samples were 
collected individually and were recorded with a Panasonic 
audiotape recorder (model RQ 2104). The following 
instructions were provided to the children: "Pull something
out of the bag and tell me what it is". Several strategies 
were used to ev o k e  the targ,eted word. For instance, the 
children were asked to tell the examiner the item name or to
complete a sentence (eg., "Turn the -----  <page>). Target
words which were not obtained were modelled and a delayed
imitated resp o n s e  requested (e.g., I put flowers in the
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vase. What do I put flowers in ----- ?).
Each of the fifty target words was transcribed on-line, 
as well as verified by an audio recording. Only the first 
occurrence of a word was used in both the analysis and 
scoring. If a di s c r e p a n c y  arose between the audio recording 
and the on- line t r a n s c r i p t i o n , the audio recording was 
utilized to verify the speech productions. If necessary, 
each word was compared twice to the audiorecording. On-line 
transcriptions were utilized for all the target words except 
for two of C .B.'s speech p r o d u ctions (snake, page).
A r t i c u l a t i o n  Analysis
The first fifty transcribed words taken from the 
connected speech sample and the fifty single words 
transcribed from the Assessment of Phonological Processes- 
Revi sed (H o d s o n , 1986) were analyzed by employing a place,
manner, and voicing analysis. This procedure involved noting 
the place, manner, and voicing c h a racteristics of each 
target p h o n e m e  in pre v o c a l i c  and postvocalic word positions, 
calculating the number of cojrrect occurrences of the target 
phoneme, the number of s u b s t i t u t i o n  errors and the p h o neme 
substituted for the targeted speech sound, and the 
percentage of correct o c c u r r e n c e s  of the targeted phoneme in 
prevocalic and post voc a lie positions. A phonetic inventory
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consisting of all the speech sounds the child produced was 
compiled. Finally, error patterns were identified with
regard to place, manner, and voicing for each child. The 
reader is referred to A p p e n d i c e s  A - 1 , A-2 and B-1, B-2 for a 
complete place, manner, and voicing analysis including a 
phonetic inventory with respect to both the connected speech 
and the fifty words for each of the two c a s e s . Specific 
results will be discussed in the following chapter.
Phono logical Analysis
A nal y s e s  of the connected speech sample included 
comparing each c h i ld's p r o d u c t i o n  to an adult r e p r é s e n t a tion 
and analyzing which phonological patterns and phonological 
rules were used to simplify the adult gloss. For each
transcribed word which contained a m i s a r t i c u 1 a t i o n , a 
process d e s c r i p t i o n  which described the error was noted. To 
facilitate identification of the prevalent phonological 
patterns and phonological rules, the following criteria were 
used: (1) The phonological process must occur in at least
twenty percent of the words^ that could be affected by the 
process (M c R e y n o I d s  and Elbert, 1981); and <2) the 
phonological rule must occur at least twenty percent of the 
time. Refer to A p p e n d i c e s  A — 3 and B-3. Results and
discussion of these analyses are presented in the next
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chap t e r .
A n a l y s e s  of the subjects* fifty transcribed words were 
conducted with the a s s i stance of a computerized analysis 
software program. Computer Analysis of Phonological
Pro c e s s e s  (C A R P . Hodson, 1985). The transcribed words were 
entered into an Apple lie computer twice for i ntraobserver 
reliability. The results for both subjects were the same 
both times. The CAPP provided the following displays: (a)
p ercentage of o c c u r r e n c e  scores for 10 basic phonological 
processes, (b) phonological dev i ancy score, (c) severity 
interval, and <d) goal s t a t e m e n t (s ). The severity interval 
categories are based on the phonological dev i ancy score. 
They are as fallows ( H o d s o n , 1985):
Phono logical Devi ancy Score 
1-19 po i nts 
20-39 
40-59
60 and above
S everity Interval 
Mild
Modera te
Severe
Profound
Refer to A p p e n d i c e s  A-4/A-5 and B-4/B-5 for the 
transcription of the fifty t/^ords from the The Assessment of 
Phono logical P r o c e s s e s —Revised (Hodson, 1986) and the CAPP 
analyses of Case one and Case two, respectively. Results 
and d i s c u s s i o n  of these analyses are presented in the next 
chap t e r .
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A r t i c u l a t i o n  and phonological analyses were utilized to 
aid in supporting the statement that a r t iculation and 
p h onology are separate enti t i e s  and to emphasize the 
importance of assessing a child's speech from both an 
articula t i o n / p h o n e t i c  and a p h o n o l o g i c a l / p h o n e m i c  aspect. 
In this chapter, findings revealed from both the 
a r ticulation and phonological analyses will be discussed, 
followed by a d i s c u s s i o n  of the strengths and weaknesses of 
conducting both a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phonological analyses, and 
concluding with future research possibilities.
A r t i c u l a t i o n  Analysis Results 
Case 1: (C.W., age 5 years 7 months)
The place, manner, and voicing analysis indicated C .W . 
was able to produce more English consonant sounds correctly 
in the ob jec t/picture naming task than in his connected 
speech sample (Appendices A — 1 and A - 2 ). Table 4 displays 
the speech sounds not produced in C . UJ. ' s connected speech 
compared to speech sounds not produced during the 
administra t i o n  of The Ass e s s m e n t  of Phono logical Processes- 
Revi sed (Hodson, 1986) (i.e., single word level). The
reader is referred to Appendix A - 2 .
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Table 4 .
Speech sounds not produced in C.W.'s connected speech of 
single word level productions.
Connected Speech 
/ & /
/dz /
/r/
* / ̂  ^  , tj~, j / did not have
the o p p o r t u n i t y  to occur
Word Level
/3/
* All E n g 1ish 
speech sounds had 
the opportunity 
to occur
Based on Prather et al.'s (1975) normative data, the 
speech sounds listed above in Table 4 are mastered beyond 48 
months of age by 90% of children. Further, Templin's (1957) 
(cited in Bernthal and Bankson, 1981) normative data 
revealed the speech sounds / G  / and /d ̂  / are c o rrectly  
produced by 6 and 7 years of age respectively. Therefore, 
based on normative data, C . W . 's a r ticulation skills were 
developing within normal limits. In addition to the speech 
sounds present in the child's repertoire, a place, manner, 
and voicing analysis e n a b l e s  an examiner to analyze patterns 
of speech sound e r r o r s  with regard to place and manner of 
articulat ion, and voicing  ̂charac teristics. The place,
manner, and voicing analysis revealed the following patterns 
for C.W. during his c o n n e c t e d  speech sample;
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Place: L i n g u a - a 1v e o 1ars were substituted for
1 ingua-velars twenty— three percent and 
twenty percent of the time in prevocalic and 
postvocalic position, respec t i v e l y  (3/9, 
2 /10).
Manner: Stops were s ubstituted for fricatives
thirty— six percent of the time in prevocalic 
posit i o n  (4/11) and thirty percent of the 
time in p ostvocalic position (3/10).
Voice: Voiced stops were substituted for voiceless
stops thirty-one percent of the time in 
prevocalic posi t i o n  (4/13).
V o iceless stops were substituted for voiced 
stops twenty-two percent of the time in 
postvocalic p o s i t i o n  (2/9).
The patterns present for C . W . 's single word level analysis 
were as follows:
Place: L a b i o d e n t a l s  were substituted for
1 i n g u a d e n t a 1s 1OO percent of the time in 
prevocalic p o s i t i o n  (1/1), and sixty-seven 
percent of the time in postvocalic 
position (2/3).
Manner : There were no manner of a r t iculation error
p a t t e r n s .
Voice: There were no voice error patterns.
Different p a t t e r n s  were revealed by the place, manner, and 
voicing analyses. Spec i f i c"a 1 1 y , error patterns with regard 
to manner of a r t i c u l a t i o n  and voice were noted for C . W . 's 
connected speech sample whereas no error patterns were 
revealed during his single word speech productions. This
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d i f f e r e n c e  in patt e r n s  may be accounted for by the speech 
samples obtained. That is, the primary d i s advantage of 
single word speech samples is that they may not reflect a 
child's speech p r o d u c t i o n s  at the connected speech level. 
In general, more reliable measures of a child's speech 
sample are obtained via a connected speech sample versus 
e licitation of single words, especially when the words are 
imi t a t e d .
Case 2 : (C.B. , age 4 years lO m o n t h s )
C.B.'s a r t i c u l a t i o n  data. Appendices B-1 and B - 2 , 
revealed that C.B. produced more English consonant speech 
sounds c o rrectly in the o b j e c t / p i c t u r e  naming task than in 
his connected speech sample. Table 5 illustrates the speech 
sounds not produced in C .B.'s connected speech as compared 
to the speech sounds not produced during the administration 
of The Assessment of Phonological P r o c e s s e s —Revised (Hodson, 
1906). The reader is referred to A p p endices B — 1 and B— 2.
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Tab le 5.
Speech sounds not produced in C.B.'s connected speech of 
single word level productions.
Connected Speech Word Level
/ V /  / ^  / / ^ /
/ ̂ / /w/ / & /
/ &  /
'S'
* / ,d / did not have * All English
the o p p o r t u n i t y  to occur co n s o n a n t s  had
the opportunity 
to occur
According to Prather et al., (1975), the above listed 
speech sounds excluding /w/ are mastered by 90% of children 
beyond 48 months of age. The speech sound / w / , according to 
Prather et al., is mastered by 90% of children at 40 months 
of age. Since a limited o p p o r t u n i t y  was provided for /w/ to 
o c c u r , the writer did not identify C.B. as exhibiting a 
delay with the speech sound /w / . Spec ifically, Templin's 
(1957) normative data (cited in Bernthal and Bankson, 1981) 
revealed the speech sounds /v ,^  / are mastered by 75% of 
children by six years of a g e , / ^ / by seven years of age,
and ^ by 4.5 years of age. T h u s , based on normative
data, C . B . 's speech sounds were identified as developing 
within normal limits. Listed below are place, m a n n e r , and 
voicing error patt e r n s  which C.B. utilized during his
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connected speech sample f o 11 owed by error patterns noted on 
his fifty transcribed single w o r d s .
The p a t t e r n s  present for C . B . ’s connected speech analysis 
were as follows;
Place: L i ngua — a 1v e o 1ars were substituted for
1 i n g u a v e 1ars twenty-nine percent of the time in 
po s t v o c a l i c  p o s i t i o n  (2/7).
Manner : Stops were s ubstituted for fricatives twenty-
one percent of the time in postvocalic position 
(3/14).
Vo ice: There were no voice error patterns.
The patterns present for C.B.'s single word level analysis 
were as follows:
Place: L a b i o d e n t a l s  were substituted for 1 ing u a d e n t a 1s
100 percent of the time in prevocalic (1/1) and 
po s t v o c a l i c  posit i o n ^ (3/3).
Manner : There were no manner error patterns
Voice: There wer e  no voice error patterns.
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Different place, m a n n e r , and voicing patterns were 
revealed b e t w e e n  C.B.'s con n e c t e d  speech sample and single 
word level productions. C.B. c o n sistently exhibited the
s u bstitution of f / 0  at the single word level ; however, this 
pattern of place of a r t i c u l a t i o n  was not observed in his 
connected s p e e c h .
In summary, a place, manner, and voicing analysis 
provides information about a child's phonetic inventory and 
patterns of errors related to place, manner, and voicing.
Phonological Analysis Results
C . W . 's phonological p r ocesses revealed by the CAPP
program analysis of single word p roductions and the writer's 
analysis of his connected speech sample are displayed in 
Tables 6 and 7, r e s p e c t i v e l y . The most frequently occurring 
phonological p r o c e s s e s  obta i n e d  from the CAPP were liquid 
gliding and cluster reduction. In total, seven p honological 
processes were identified by the CAPP program. The
prevalent error patterns present in C . W . 's connected speech
sample were: cluster reduction, liquid gliding, stopping, 
syllable reduction, and fronting. The prevalent
phonological p r o c e s s e s  were identified by a greater than 20 
percent o c c u r r e n c e  in each sample.
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Table 6.
Summary of C . W . 's phonological processes obtained from the 
Computer Analysis of Phonological Processes.
Phonological Potential Percentage
Process Occurrences of Occurrence
Syllable R e d u c t i o n 19 O
Prevocalic Sin g l e t o n s  (I C D ) 44 O
P ostvocalic S i n g letons (PCD) 31 3
Consonant Sequ e n c e  (C R ) 40 30
Str i d e n t s (Stopp i n g ) 43 9
Velars (Front i n g ) 22 9
L iquid (1) (BL) 1 1 45
L i qu i d (r) <GL) 21 62
61 i des (VOC) lO 10
No t e . For each phonological process, the number of 
potential oc c u r r e n c e s  and p e r centage of 
o c c u r r e n c e  are delineated. The abbreviated 
p r ocesses in b r a c k e t s  refer to the terminology 
utilized by the writer in the connected speech 
a n a 1ys i s .
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Table 7 .
Summary of phonological processes utilized by C.W. during 
connected speech.
Phonological No- of 
Processes
S y 11a b 1e 
Reduction (S R )
Initial Consonant 
Deletion <ICD) 3
Final Consonant 
Deletion (PCD) 8
Consonant
Sequence (CR) 9
Stopping 7
Fronting 6
Gliding 7
Vocalizations 2
N o . of Percentage of
Occurrences Opportunities Occurrences
13 
42 
42
14 
26 
28 
24 
23
23
19
64
27
21
29
9
N o t e . For each phonological pattern, the number (No.) 
of occurrences, number of opportunities and 
p e r c e n t a g e  of o c c u r r e n c e s  are denoted.
C . B . ’s phono logical p r o cess analysis results for the 
CAPP p r o g r a m  and his c onnected speech sample are displayed 
in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. The CAPP analysis revealed 
liquid gliding and c 1us ter < reduc t i on as the most frequently 
occurring phonological p r o c e s s e s  utilized by C.B. In total, 
six p r ocesses were identified by the CAPP software program. 
Cluster reduction, final consonant deletion, and gliding 
were the p r e v a l e n t  phonological p r ocesses operating based on
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C . B . 's con n e c t e d  speech sample. The phonological processes 
were identified as prevalent by utilizing a greater than 20 
percent o c c u r r e n c e  criteria in each sample.
Table 8 -
Summary of C.B.'s phonological processes
obtained from the Computer Analysis of Phonological
Processes.
Phonological Process Potential Percentage
Occurrences of Occurrence
Syllable R e d u c t i o n 19 O
Prevocalic S i n g l e t o n s  (I C D ) 44 5
Postvocalic S i n g letons (FCD) 31 0
Consonant Sequ e n c e  (C R ) 40 28
Stridents (Stopping) 43 14
V e 1ars (Fronting) 22 9
Liquid (1) (GL) 1 1 64
Liquid (r ) (G L ) 21 38
Glides (VOC) 10 O
No t e . For each p h onological process, the number of 
potential o c c u r r e n c e s  and percentage of 
oc c u r r e n c e  are delineated. The abbreviated 
p r o c e s s e s  in brac k e t s  refer to the terminology 
util i z e d  by the writer in the connected speech 
ana 1ysi s .
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Table 9.
Summary of phonological processes utilized by C.B. during 
connected speech.
Phonological No. of No. of Percentage of
Processes Occurrences Opportunities Occurrences
S y 11a b 1e
R eduction (SR) 1 20 5
Initial Consonant
Deletion (ICD) 6 40 15
Final Consonant
Deletion (FCD) 9 35 26
Cluster
Reduction (C R ) 9 13 69
Stopping 5 28 18
Fronting 4 24 17
Gliding 2 9 22
V o calization 4 20 20
No t e . For each phonological pattern, the number (No.) 
of occurrences, number of opportunities and 
per c e n t a g e  of o c c u r r e n c e s  are denoted.
C.W. and C.B. both p r esented with cluster reduction as 
their most frequent occur i? i ng phono logical process. This 
finding c o r r e s p o n d s  to S t o e l — Gammon and Dunn's (1985) 
research identifying cluster reduction as one of the common 
patterns that may persist beyond three years of age in 
development of normal children. Refer to Appendices A — 3 / B — 3
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and A — 5 / B — 5 for phonological analyses of the connected 
speech samples and the CAPP analyses of single word 
p r o d u c t i o n s  for each case s t u d y .
As stated previously, phonological error patterns refer 
to a p a t t e r n  of sound changes that affect a class of sounds 
or the overall str u c t u r e  of words. Phonological rules
refer to the rules of sound combin a t i o n s  and occurrences 
which must be acquired. List 1 and 2 illustrate the
dominant phonological rules, based on each subjects 
connected speech sample, that need to be learned in each 
c a s e . To be c l a ssified as dominant, the incorrect form of 
the rule had to occur more than twenty percent of the time. 
The results in Lists 1 and 2 provide the examiner with both 
the underlying form and the child's surface structure.
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L i s t  1
C.W.'s dominant phonological rules
1. Consonant clus t e r s  were reduced or omitted in word 
initial position.
2. The p h o n e m e  /w/ was substituted for / r / before back 
v o w e 1s .
3. Voiced stops were deleted in word final position.
4. Stops were substituted for voiced labiodentals and 
voiceless 1 i n g u a - a 1v e o 1ars in word initial and final 
posi t i o n .
List 2
C.B.'s dominant phonological rules.
1. Consonant c l u s t e r s  were reduced or omitted in word 
initial position.
2. Glides were deleted in word initial position
3. Stops were d e l eted in word initial position.
4- Voiceless 1ingua— a 1v e o 1ar fricatives were deleted in 
word final position.
5. Voiced labiodental f r i c a t i v e s  were substituted for 
voiceless labiodental f r i c a t i v e s  in word initial 
posi t i o n .
In summary, the ar t i ĉ u 1 a t i on results for the single 
word and con n e c t e d  speech s a m ples revealed specific speech 
sound errors for each case study. Specifically, C.W. failed 
to produce the p h o n e m e  /^/ at the word level and /Ô, d ^  , r/ 
at the conn e c t e d  speech l e v e l . C.B. exhibited more speech
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sound errors than C.W. at the word level and connected
speech level. His e rrors incl uded / and / v , ̂  ^  ,
ty ,w/ at the word level and connected speech level,
r e s p e c t i v e l y . In both case studies, gliding (liquid 1 and
liquid r) were the most -frequently occurring phonological 
processes identified via the Computer Analvsis of
Phonological Pro c e s s e s  at the single word level. With 
regard to c onnected speech, cluster reduction was the most 
prevalent error pattern. In addition, the phonological 
analysis yielded more specific information than the 
articulation analysis utilized in this study (i.e., error 
patterns). Following is a di s c u s s i o n  of the articulation 
analysis versus the phonological analyses conducted in this 
s t u d y .
Di scussion 
Articulation and P h o n o l o g y
T hroughout the course of this p a p e r , articulation and 
phonology were viewed as separate entities with regard to 
normally d e v e l o p i n g  c h i l d r e n  and children with repaired 
cleft lips and/or palates. To reiterate, articulation was 
defined as "the p r o c e s s  of speech production; the vocal 
tract mov e m e n t s  and p o s i t i o n s  interrelati ng and integrating
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to p r o d u c e  speech sounds" (Weiss et al., 1980). Phonology 
was defined as "... a much broader concept than articulation 
that refers to the language component that governs the 
manner in which speech sounds are patterned" (Fey, 1985,
p . 8 ) .
Nume r o u s  d e f i n i t i o n s  of the terms articulation and 
phonology have been presented in the speech — 1 anguage
pathology literature. Rather than elaborating on the
controversy that exists with regard to the definitions of 
these two t e r m s , this writer chose to elaborate not on the 
concepts, but on the res p e c t i v e  analyses. The two analyses 
utilized in this paper were a place, m a n n e r , and voicing 
analysis and a phonological analysis which included the 
Computer A n a l v s i s  of Phono logical P r ocesses and the w r i t e r ’s 
phonological analysis based on H o d s o n 's (1980,1986) 
research. A d v a n t a g e s  and disadv a n t a g e  of each of these
analyses follow.
In this paper, a phonetic inventory for both case 
studies is included as part of the articulation analysis and 
phono logical analysis. A phonetic inventory is essential to 
conduct in order to d e t e r m i n e  a child's difficulties in the 
production of speech s ounds The main reason for conducting 
a phonemic analy s i s  is to identify patterns from a c h i l d ’s 
productions of meaningful sound c o mbinations as compared to 
an adult's r eprésentât ion. A child's errors may be
attributed to physical deficits, or difficulties with
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p e r c e p t i o n  of speech sounds unrelated to meaning changes. 
This same information, however, may be obtained as part of a 
phono logical analysis. The difference in the phonetic
inventories obtained in this study may be accounted for by 
the limited connected speech sample since all speech sounds 
did not have the o p p o r t u n i t y  to o c c u r . Both articulation 
and phonological analyses provide information regarding a 
child's phonetic repertoire.
With regard to a place, m a n n e r , and voicing analysis 
which is a p h o n e t i c / a r t i c u l a t i o n  analysis, error patterns, 
and the number of s u b s t i t u t i o n s  and omissions may be 
identified from a s p o n t a n e o u s  speech sample or from an 
elicited single word speech sample. Other articulation
analyses yield additional information such as the number of 
additions and d i s t o r t i o n s  of speech sounds. Identifying the 
place, manner, and voicing error patterns enables the 
clinician to det e r m i n e  if the error patterns involve classes 
of sounds related to place and manner of articulation and 
voicing c h a r a cteristics. The primary advantage of this 
analysis is to identify speech sound errors related to the 
place of a r t i c u l a t i o n  (i.e., t o n g u e , lips), manner (type of 
closure) or to a voicing c haracteristic of a speech sound 
(i.e., pres e n c e  or absence of vocal fold vibrations). The 
disadvantage of this analysis occurs when numerous errors 
are revealed as no specific error patterns may be noted. 
Although the phon e t i c  anal y s i s  in this study did yield
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errors related to the place of articulation, manner or 
voicing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of a speech sound, this information 
could also be ascertained from a phono logical analyses. 
With regard to speech patte r n s  of place, manner, and
voicing, the a r t i c u l a t i o n  analysis could be deleted since 
the phono logical analysis provi d e s  more specific patterns.
The major contri b u t i n g  factor which demonstrates the 
difference b e t ween an articulation analysis and a 
phono logical analysis is the specificity of patterns between 
the two analyses. That is, a phonological analysis enables 
specific p a t t e r n s  to be noted as opposed to a phonetic 
analysis where global patt e r n s  may be noted. Thus a
phonological analysis p r o v i d e s  a more in—depth evaluation of 
the speech error patterns. In addition, rules may be
derived which further e x a mine a c h i l d ’s underlying 
r e p r é s e n t a tion.
The above a r t i c u l a t i o n  data in Cases one and two
support the research find i n g s  that a r ticulation deals with 
the physical, acoustic, p e r c e p t i o n  unrelated to meaning 
c h a n g e s , and contextual d i m e n s i o n s  of production (Grunwell, 
1987; Harris and C o 1 1 a m , 1985; Hawkins, 1985; Ingram, 1976).
This was s u ggested by the c h i l d r e n ’s ability to produce the 
majority of English c o n s o n a n t s  inferring an adequate
physical parameter. In addition, both subjects demonstrated 
the ability to plan and e x e c u t e  speech sounds. Due to the 
lack of o p p o r t u n i t i e s  for all English speech sounds to be
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elicited during connected s p e e c h , the p r e v i o u s  statement is 
based on the phonetic inventories obtained from The 
A s s e ssment of Phonological P r ocesses-Revised <Hodson, 1986).
From a phonological viewpoint, the parameters 
considered when assessing a child's speech are s t r u c t u r a l , 
semantic, and perceptual. To illustrate, examples will be 
extracted from the fifty transcribed single word productions 
for these three parameters:
Structural; Investigates the rules of languages to
determine the way sounds are used. An example of a
structural parameter refers to the syllable structure of an 
intended syllable. In both Cases one and two, consonant 
clusters were f r e q uently reduced to singletons which affects 
the s tructure of a intended syllable. For example, C.W.
omitted the second consonant in the consonant cluster of|pl| 
in play (i.e., play-|peij >.
Perception: A c h i l d ' s  a b i lity to perceptual 1 y differentiate
between speech s ounds (Fey, 1985 ; Harris and Co t tarn, 1985 ;
Milroy, 1985). C.W. and Ç.B. both demonstrated they could
contrast two p h o n e t i c a l l y  different sounds that also
signaled meaning (i.e., c a n d l e / s a n d a l , fish/dish).
Semantic: A c h i l d ' s  p r o d u c t i o n  may be limited to particular
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lexical c h o ices (Es trem and Broen, 1989; Ferguson and 
F a r w e l 1, 1975; Schwartz et al., 1987). This writer does not
think a semantic example can be provided from the data 
obtained in this study since a large enough connected speech 
sample was not obtained for either subject.
The results of this study are inconclusive for 
confirming the opening statement made in this paper that 
articu l a t i o n  and p h o n o l o g y  are separate entities. 
Throughout the process of this paper articulation and 
p honology were viewed as separate entities. The writer 
thinks that these two terms may be viewed as separate 
entities but that a r t i c u l a t i o n  may also be encompassed 
within p h o n o l o g y  when structural deficits or compensatory 
articulation gest u r e s  are p r e s e n t . Thus errors may be
related to a r t i c u l a t i o n  and/or phonology. Furthermore, a 
phonological analysis appears to provide sufficient 
information with regard to errored speech sounds. This is 
not to say if only a phonological analysis is conducted that 
articulation e r r o r s  are not present. The analysist should 
still be required to d e t e r m i n e  if the speech errors are 
articulation and/or p h o n o l o g y  based. Thus although one
analysis, phonological, ^may be utilized a distinction 
between these two enti t i e s  will still be necessary in some 
c a s e s . L i m i t a t i o n s  of the present study will be discussed 
n e x t .
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Study Limitations
The s ample size used in this study was not large enough 
to o b t a i n  optimal results. The sample po p u l a t i o n  could have 
been increased to obtain a larger representation of the
speech sound errors and phonological error patterns
exhibited by c h i l d r e n  who present with clefts of the lip 
and/or palate. Fu r t h e r m o r e  the children selected for this 
study should hav e  presented with a larger percentage of 
speech sound e rrors and phonological error patterns as well 
as e x hibited VPI and compen s a t o r y  articulation errors. 
Since the two chil d r e n  used in this study did not 
demonstrate c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n  patterns or VPI the 
effect that VPI or c o m p e n s a t o r y  articulations have on 
articulation and/or phonological skills could not be 
a d d r e s s e d . To aid in eliminating this limitation in
further r e s e a r c h , criteria could be established such that 
some of the subjects exhibited VPI and compensatory
art icu1 at i ons with a c e r t a i n  degree of phono logical error 
patterns. A scre e n i n g  m e a sure with preset criteria with
regard to the s e v e r i t y  of a r t i c u 1a t i o n , phonological error 
patterns, and c o m p e n s a t o r y  articulations could be
established to d e t e r m i n e  what children would be utilized in 
the study. In addit i o n  to these selected subjects the 
remaining s u b j e c t s  could be randomly chosen.
Another factor which affected the reliability of the
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■findings was the lack of i nterobser ver reliability. 
Specifically, the connected speech sample in each case 
should ha v e  been audiotaped in order that interobserver 
r e l i a b i l i t y  could be obtained. In addition, interobserver 
measures should have been utilized for the data entry and 
transcription of the fifty words from the Assessment of 
Phonological P r o c e s s e s - R e v i s e d  (Hodson, 1986) since an 
audiotape recording was obtained. In addition to not
a udiotaping the con n e c t e d  speech sample a controlled speech 
sample, should have been obtained so that all English speech 
sounds had a minimal of four potential opportunities to 
occur in prevocalic and postvocalic positions where 
a p p l i c a b le.
For both subjects, the pro c e d u r e  used to analyze the 
connected speech sample with regard to phonological error 
patterns was d i fferent from the p r ocedure utilized to 
analyze the fifty words elicited from the Assessment of 
Phono 1OQ i c a 1 P r o c e s s e s - R e v  i sed (H o d s o n , 1986). The major
drawback with using d i fferent procedures in this study was 
that the CAPP s o f t w a r e  p r o g r a m  only identifies certain 
preprogrammed p r o c e s s e s . Thus if any processes are present 
in a child's speech but ar^ not part of the C A P P 's program,
then they are not identified. Thus one to one direct
comparisons b e t w e e n  a phonological analysis analyzed by an 
examiner and the CAPP are not possible when phono logical
processes are present but not identified by the C A P P .
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Furthermore, regardless of the number of times the error is 
produced, the CAPP c l a s s i f i e s  the error as a phonological 
process- Therefore, no criteria is used to eliminate over 
i d entification of errors. Thus the c l inician must set 
criteria to identify the phonological error patterns - In 
order to m a i n t a i n  c o n s i s t e n c y  between the connected speech 
sample and the single words, the same procedure should be 
employed. In the following section, future research will 
be discussed.
F uture Research
A lthough utilizing both a phonological and an 
articulation a n a l y s i s  seems to be one ideal means of 
evaluating speech in c h i l d r e n  who present with clefts of the 
lip and palate, future research needs to be employed to 
confirm or refute the r a t i o n a l e  for employing both analyses.
Further resea r c h  should be employed which focuses on 
both a r t i c u l a t i o n  and phonological approaches. This
research is needed to o btain a more in-depth understanding 
of a cleft lip and p a l a t e  c h i ld's speech productions and 
organizational a b i l i t i e s  in order to facilitate increased 
speech p r o d u c t i o n  and speech intelligibility-
In addition, research focusing on the frequency of
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o c c u r r e n c e  of phonological p a t tern errors in children with 
clefts of the lip and/or palate would be beneficial to 
d ete r m i n e  if phonological error patterns are more prevalent 
in c h i l d r e n  with clefts of the lip and/or palate than in the 
normal development of children. If the error patterns are 
not similar to those exhibited by normally developing 
children, age norms could be devised for children with 
clefts of the lip and/or palate.
In the present s t u d y , there was no evidence in either 
case of c o m p e n s a t o r y  a r t i c u l a t i o n s  or V P I . Future research 
should focus on evaluating the phonological pattern errors 
in cleft lip and p a l a t e  chil d r e n  that exhibit compensatory 
articulations and VPI. An objective m e a sure to confirm VPI 
should be obtained via m u l t i v i e w  v i d eofluroscopy analysis 
and a n a s o p h a r y n g o s c o p y  evaluation. Research into this area 
may provide further insight in to T r o s t - C a r d a m o n e 's (1986) 
hypothesis that some speech sound errors may at first be 
identified as being a r t i c u l a t i o n  based but later become 
p honologically based.
 ̂S um mary
The need to conduct both articu l a t i o n  and phonological 
analyses was not s u p p o r t e d  by the data obtained in the 
s t u d y . Spec ifically, the a r t i c u l a t i o n  analysis utilized
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allows the cli n i c i a n  to focus on individual speech sounds as 
well as stating the place and manner of a r t i c u l a t i o n , and 
voicing characteristics. In contrast, the phonological
analysis f o c uses on the errors as a group of sounds across 
manner of a r t i c u l a t i o n  opposed to individual speech sounds 
or group of speech sounds within the same manner of 
articulation. As men t i o n e d  previously, there is a potential 
for global patte r n s  to be identified with the articulation 
analysis if too many e rrors are p r e s e n t .
In c o n c l u s i o n  the writer thinks there is a need for both 
analyses to be conducted, however, more data is definitely 
needed b efore this statement may be rejected or accepted.
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Appendix A— 1
C . W . 's phonetic inventory of speech sounds obtained from his 
c o nnected speech sample.
Phonetic Inventory 
Manner of Articulation
Plos i v e s  Glides Nasals *Fric. *Affr
Place of 
Articulation
B i 1ab i a 1 p b w m
Labiodental f v
Li nguadental
Lingua-a l v e o l a r  t d 1 n s z
L i n g u a p a 1 a ta 1 r ^
Linguavelar k g r>
Glottal h
There was no o p p o r t u n i t y  for the speech sounds 
/ j , t ^ , ^  , ^ / to occur.
*Fr i c .= F r i c a t i v e s  
*Affr.= A f f r i c a t e s
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Appendix A-1 (continued)
C . W . 's phon e t i c  inventory of speech sounds obtained from The 
As s essment of Phono 1oo i c a 1 P r o c e s s es-Revised (Hodson, 1986).
Phonetic Inventory 
Manner of Articulation
P l o s i v e s  Glides Nasals ^*Fr i c . *Affr
Place of 
Articulation
B i1ab i a 1 p b w m
Labiodental f v
Linguadental 0
L i n g u a — a 1v e o 1ar t d 1 n s z
Linguapalatal r S  S
Linguavelar k g rp
Glottal h
All English speech sounds had the opportunity to occur
* F r i c .= F r i c a t i v e s  
* A f f r .= Aff r i c a t e s
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Appendix A-2
Place, m a n n e r , and voicing analysis of C . W . 's connected 
speech sample.
C Manner Place Voicing No. Corr Subst. Pos. %
of T.P. + No. Corr
b stop bilabial Yes(Y) 10(10/10) - *Pre 1 OO
p stop bilabial N o <N ) 2(2/3) b-1 Pre 67
2(2/3) - «Post 67
d stop lingua- Y 2(2/2) - Pre 100
alveolar 0(0/3) t— 1 Post O
t stop lingua- N 1(1/3) d — 2 Pre 33
alveolar 4(4/4) - Post 1OO
g stop lingua- Y 1(1/2) d-1 Pre 50
velar 2(2/6) d — 1 Post 33
k-1 Post
k stop l ingua— N 5(5/7) t-2 Pre 71
velar 3(3/4) t — 1 Post 75
glottal - -
V «fric labio Y 2(2/4) b — 2 Post 50
dental
f fric labio N 3(3/3) — Pre 100
d e n ta 1
$
e
fric lingua- Y - “
d e n t a 1
fric l ingua— N  ̂ 0(0/1) t— 1 Post O
dental
fric lingua- Y 1(1/1) - Post lOO
a 1v e o 1ar
fric lingua- N 0(0/4) t— 3 Pre O
alveolar g~l Pre
2(2/3) - Post 66
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5
h
f r i c 
f r i c
f r i c 
*af f r
^  af f r
m nasal 
n nasal
jj) nasal
w g 1i de 
1 g 1 i de
r g 1 ide
1i ngua- Y
palatal 
1 i ngua- N
palatal
glottal N
1 i n g u a — Y
palatal
1 i n g u a — N
palatal
b i1ab i a 1 Y
1 i ngua- Y
a l v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- Y
ve 1 ar
b i 1ab i a 1
1 i ngua- 
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- 
palatal
Y
Y
0 (0/ 1) 
1 (1/ 1 )
1(1/3)
0 (0/ 1>
4(4/4)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
8(8/8)
4(4/4)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
0 (0/ 1) 
2(2/3)
0(0/3) 
0 (0/ 1)
s-1 Pre 
— Post
Pre
w — 1
w — 3
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pos t
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
O
lOO
33
lOO
lOO
100
lOO
100
O
66
O
O
*Pre = p r e v ocalic  
*Post = p o s t v o c a l i c  
*fr i c = fricative  
*affr = aff r i c a t e
No t e . For each p h o n e m e  the manner and place of
ar t i c u l a t i o n  and voicing characteristics are 
stated. In addition, the number correct of 
the target p h o n e m e  (No. Corr of T.P.), the 
number and speech sound substituted for the 
targeted speech sound (Subst. + No.), and the 
percent correct of ^he targeted phoneme with 
r e ference to word p o s i t i o n  (pos.), prevocalic 
postvocalic, are delineated.
or
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Appendix A-2 (continued)
Place, m a n n e r , and voicing analysis of C . W . 's single 
speech sample.
word
Manner Place Voicing No. Corr 
of T.P.
Subst. Pos. %
■ N o . Corr
b stop 
p stop
d stop
t stop
g stop
k stop
V *fric 
f fric 
^  fric 
O  fric 
z f r i c 
S fric 
3  fric
b i 1ab i a 1 
b i 1abi a 1
1 i ngua- 
a l v e o 1ar
1i n g u a — 
a 1v e o 1ar
1i ngua- 
ve 1 ar
1 ingua- 
ve 1 ar
glottal
1 ab i o 
d e n t a 1
1 ab i o 
dental
1 i ngua — 
dental
1 i ngua- 
d e n t a 1
1in g u a — 
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- 
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i n g u a ­
pa 1 a ta 1
Y e s (Y ) 
No(N)
N
N
N
N
N
4(4/4 >
1 (1 / 1 )
3(3/3)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
2 (2/2 )
3(3/3)
1 (1 / 1 )
3(3/3)
7(7/7)
2 (2/2 )
2 (2/2 )
3(3/3)
1 (1/ 1 )
0 (0/ 1)
0 (0/ 1) 
1(1/2 )
1 (1 / 1 )
3(3/4)
2 (2/2 )
4(4/4)
1 (1 / 1 )
*Pr e
Pre 
*Pos t
V -  1
f-1
f-1
s — 1
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Post
Pre
lOO
lOO
100
Post 1oo
100
100
lOO
100
lOO
lOO
100
lOO
100
100
o
Post 50
Pre 100 
Post 75
Pre
Post
lOO
100
Post 100
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h fric 
*affr
af f r
m nasal
n nasal
nasal
1 i n g u a — N
p a 1 a t a 1
glottal N
1i ngua- Y
palatal
1i ngua- N
palatal
b i 1ab i a 1 Y
1i n g u a — 
a l v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- 
ve 1 ar
0 (0 / 1 )
2(2/2)
3 0 / 3 )
1 (1 / 1 ) 
0(0/1>
1 (1 / 1 )
1 ( 1 / 1 )
3(3/3)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
1 (1/ 1 )
5(5/5)
2 (2/2 )
s-1
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre 
Pos t
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
0
lOO
100
lOO
O
100
100
lOO
lOO
100
100
Post 100
w g 1i de b i 1abi al
1 g 1 ide
g 1 i de
1 i ngua- 
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i n g u a ­
pa 1 atal
1 (1 / 1 )
1 (1 / 1 )
0 (0/ 1) 
2 (2/2 )
1 (1/2 )
w — 1
w — 1
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
100
100
O
100
50
*Pre = prevocalic 
*Post = postvo c a l i c  
*fric = fricative  
*affr = affricate
No t e . For each p h o n e m e  the manner and place of
a r t i c u l a t i o n  and voicing characteristics are 
stated- In addition, the number correct of the 
target p h o n e m e  (No* Corr of T . P . ), the number 
and speech sound substituted for the targeted 
speech sound (Subst- + No.), and the percent 
correct of the targeted phoneme with reference 
to word p o s i t i o n  (p g s .), prevocalic or 
postvocalic, are d e 1 i nea ted -
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Appendix A-3
C . W . 's speech p r o d u c t i o n s  and analysis of patterns on fifty 
words obtained from his connected speech sample. For each 
child gl o s s  the sound changes and a description which best 
des c r i b e s  the phono logical process is stated.
A d u 1t 61 O S S Ch i 1d G 1OSS Sound Changes Process
Kit ten 
dog
cow
pig
si eep i ng 
band
Big Bird
f i ve 
si 11 ing 
tent
k 111 n 
d :>
bid
swi pIn 
b £ n
bl b%31
1111 
d e t
g - 0
p-b 
g —d 
s 1 -sw 
nd — n
v ~ 0
s- t
t-d 
n t-1
Final Consonant 
Deletion (F C D )
Prevocalie 
Vo icing (P V V ) 
Fronting (velar)
G1iding (G L )
Cluster
Reduction (CR)
FCD 
P o s t v o c a 1i c 
Devoicing (PVD)
FCD
Stopp i ng
PVV
CR
bear
soup
t i me 
go
b C 7^ 
tou
11 m 
go
p - p
Stopp i ng 
FCD
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home
s c h o o 1 
play 
comb 
ha i r 
ten 
rug 
f al 1 
p u z z 1e 
b e d  
dr i ve 
car
1 eg
truck
fun
b a s e b a 11 
g love
Blue Jays
shoe
cat
sock
heavy
boats
om
kul 
pe i 
kom
S ir 
d e n  
w A  g 
f O
p z 3 1 
b &  
dai V 
t 3
wek
tw A  k 
f A  n 
basb z> 1 
gw A  b
bu
su
es
k<?c t 
g 3> k 
h ̂  b i 
bo t
h-yg$
sk — k 
pl-p
t—d 
r —w 
1-0
d-^
d r —d
k-t
r - 0
w — 1 
g — k
tr-tw
gl-gw
v-b
b 1 -b 
dz-<^'3
J-
Initial
Consonant
Del et i on < I C D )
CR
CR
ICD
PVV
GL
FCD
FCD
CR
Fronting (velar) 
FCD
GL
PVD
GL
s-g
V — b
ts-s
GL
Stopp i ng
CR
ICD
Front i ng 
< palatal)
Stopp i ng 
Stopping 
CR
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floated
no th i ng 
s 1 i mmer 
big 
duck 
sun
a i r p 1ane 
wi sh 
pancake
all gone
rope 
bi eye 1e
runni ng
f o t
n /V 11 Q 
sdX m 2»̂  
big 
d A  k 
t A  n 
3 I
wi y
p^«,nt e t 
cl :>n
wop
b oiiT ko
f 1-f
Id-0
e - t
s 1 — s
w A  n I
s-1 
p l - 0
k-t
k-t
1-7T
g-d
r-w
sl-jg
1 —
r— w
CR
S y 11a b le 
Reduction (S R >
Stopp i ng
CR
Stopping 
SR
Fronting (velar) 
Fronting (velar)
V o c a 1 i za t i on 
( VÜC)
Fronting (velar)
BL
SR
VOC
GL
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Appendix A-4
C.W.'s transcribed speech produc t i o n s  on the elicited 
fifty single words from The Assessment of Phonological 
P r o c e s s e s —Rev i sed (Hodson, 1986).
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THE ASSESSMENT OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES— Revised
Barbara Williams Hodson
Name. B»rthdate--.23i,0S,/.Q3 Data' iq «o. Examiner JiacDonaJLd.
1. baskotb <32 s b: X+
b&ski t
1. leather-PS V 2̂ 21. jump ropef cu.p ckATnpi rmjp
31. Santa Claus
.S3tTi"t3, kioz
41. string
SL rt g
2. boatsOU
tcirt s fij
2. leaf • -W i -f
lif
32. screwdriver
'ikru.,<iraivar
42. sweaterSvù &4-T- '5 w et. 2T
3. caridia 13. Mowerf 1 ai/vj ̂  
'f laUW2T
23. maskn\ 3&S K.>naas k
3. shoeSvt
J-
43. televisionVi 5̂ 0t&la, vî an
4. chalr̂
f 3 z k
24. mouthm a-tr f 7n.auB
34. slideS aia
3 lai a
44. thumb
9 A>n
5. cowboy batKav bor,*-
'kavboi.K»t
IS. glassesg 3» 2,
*gl«.S12.
25. music box
T̂njuxi k, bo-ks
35. smokefWetAtl
s mov k
45. toothbrushÿ. (U ̂ bw Â
t U.6, trAj"
6. crayons7. thre 9. black 9. green10. yellow
K\jJ<cJ Or\2.
'krel anz
6rl
bl aek
Cl i Vi
.jrln
j t OM
■jtim/
16. glove<̂ V
^Iav
26. nosencuTIOVZ.
36. snakeneX̂  
s nei K
46. tnickt" LVAK.
t f A k
17. gum
g A YA peic^
37. soapsoup
Soif p
47. vaseV gXsV ei s
18. hangerK 9 >
Kaâ a-
28. (air)plenepcXA
p 1 ein
38. spoonp̂un
5 p an
48. watchtyd a S.
wo-tj
19. horseK :>̂ s 
ko2fS
29. gueen .
k w In
39. square
Skw£2f
49. yoyo .
J OU J1 • 'j cnf j m>
20. Ice cubes , , _ax 5
'ais.kju-bz
30. rock
rouk
40. Star
St 0.2T
so. zipper
Z.J p-r-'% 1 py
Copyright t 19M by 
Th* intarMato Prlntara 4  Publiabora, Inc.
Addilienil espM (H ms !annivtssM «p*M al« mc» !mm 
Th# imwsMia P irttfs & PvOmb»». 1%.. Oan«c »i*»-OOSO.
Rm im t No. 2632
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Append i x  A-5
Phonological Analysis Summary Obtained from the CAPP
Case 1 : C .W .
D.O.B.: 2 5 / 0 5 / 8 3
Phonological Analysis Summary
Pattern Percentage of Potential
De v i a t i o n s  Occurrence Occurences
Syllable R e d u c t i o n s  O 19
Prevocalic Sin g l e t o n s  O 44
P ostvocalic S i n g letons 3 31
Consonant S e q u e n c e s  30 40
Stridents 9 43
Velars 9 22
Liquid (1) 45 11
Liquid (r) 62 21
Nasals O 19
G 1i des 10 10
Average of Phonological Processes: 17
Phonological D e v i a n c y  Score: 32
Severity Interval: Moderate
Goal: To increase intelligibility by facilitating
e m e r g e n c e  of the following phonological 
p a t t e r n s  :
Liquid (1)
L i qu i d (r )
N o t e . From C o m p u t e r  A n a l y s i s  of Phonological Processes.
by B.W. Hodson, 1985, Stoni ng ton XL: Phonocomp.
C o pyright 1985.
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APPENDIX B
Data for Cas e  2: C .B
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Appendix B-1
C . B . ' s  phonetic inventory of speech sounds obtained from his 
c o n n e c t e d  speech sample.
Phonetic Inventory 
Manner of Articulation
Plosives Glides Nasals *Fric. * A f f r .
Place of 
Articulat ion
Bi labial
Lab iodental
L i n g u a d e n t a 1
L i ngu a — a 1v e o 1ar
Linguapalatal
L i n g u a v e 1ar
Glottal
p b w m
n
f  V
There was no o p p o r t u n i t y  for the 
o c c u r .
*Fric.= Fri c a t i v e s  
* A f f r .= A f f r icates
speech sounds / d ^ , ^ / to
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Appendix B-1 (continued)
C . B . ' s  phonetic inventory of speech sounds obtained from The 
A s s e s s m e n t  of Phonological Processes-Revised (H o d s o n , 1986).
Phonetic Inventory 
Manner of Articulation
Plos i v e s  Glides Nasals *Fr i c . * A f f r .
Place of 
A r t i c u l a t i o n
B i 1ab i a 1 p b w m
Labiodental f v
L i n g u a d e n t a 1
L i n g u a — a 1v e o 1ar t d 1 n
Li n g u a p a 1atal r
j
L i n g u a v e 1ar k g ^
Glottal
;  3
-+T à:
All English speech sounds had the opportunity to occur
*Fric.= Fri c a t i v e s  
*Affr.= A f f ricates
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Appendix B-2
Place, m a n n e r , and voicing analysis of C.B.'s connected 
speech sample.
C Manner Place Voicing No. Corr Subst. Pos- %
of T.P. + No. Corr
b stop 
p stop 
d stop 
t stop 
g stop 
k stop
V *fric 
f f r i c 
à  f r i c 
0  f r i c 
2 f r i c 
s f r i c
bilabial Yes(Y)
b i 1 ab i a 1 No ( N >
1 i ngua- Y 
a 1v e o 1ar
1i ngua- N
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- Y
ve 1 ar
1 i ngua- N
ve 1 ar
glottal
1ab i o Y
d e n t a 1
1ab i o N
d e n t a 1
1 i ngua- Y
dental
lingua- N
dental
1i n g u a — Y
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- N
a 1v e o 1ar
5(5/5)
1 ( 1/ 1 )
3(3/3) 
3(3/3)
3(3/3)
1(1/3)
3(3/3)
3(3/5)
1 ( 1/ 1 )
0(0/2)
4(4/5) 
4(4/7)
0(0/2)
1(1/3> 
1 ( 1 / 1 )
0 (0/1)
0 (0/ 1)
1(1/3)
4(4/4)
4(4/6)
*Pre lOO 
*Post 100
t-2
t-2
b-1
Pr e 
Post
Pre
Post
lOO
lOO
Pre 100 
Post 33
lOO
60
Pre 100 
Post O
Pre 80 
Post 57
Post O
v-2 Pre 33
— Post 100
d — 1 Post O
d-1 Pre
s-1 Post 33
d-1 Post
— Pre 100
— Post 67
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3  f r i c
S  f r ic
h fric 
”̂ 5̂  * a f f r
^ 3  af f r
m nasal
n nasal
rj nasal
w glide 
1 g 1 i de
r g 1 i de
1i ngua- Y
palatal
1i ngua- N
p a 1atal
g 1o t tal N
1 ingua- Y
palatal
1i ngua- N
p a 1 a ta 1
b i 1ab i a 1 Y
1 i n g u a — Y
a 1v e o 1ar
1 ingua- Y
vel ar
bilabial Y
1i ngua- Y
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- Y
p a 1 a ta 1
0 (0/ 1) 
0 (0/ 1)
2(2/3)
0 (0/ 1)
1 ( 1/ 1 )
3(3/3)
2 (2/2 ) 
4(4/4)
3(3/3)
0 (0/ 1)
1(0/2)
1( (1/2 )
0 (0/ 1) 
1 ( 1 / 1 )
s-1
s-1
t-1
0—1
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
O
O
67
O
lOO
lOO
lOO
100
Post lOO
O
50
O
lOO
*Pre = prevocalic 
*Pos t = postvocalic 
*fr i c = fricative  
*af f r = a f fricate
No t e . For each p h o n e m e  the manner and place of
a r t i c u l a t i o n  and voicing characteristics are 
stated. In addition, the number correct of 
the target p h o n e m e  (No. Corr of T.P.), the 
number and speech s6und substituted for the 
targeted speech sound (Subst. + No.), and the 
percent correct of the targeted phoneme with
r e f e r e n c e  to word p o s i t i o n  (pos 
postvocalic, are delineated.
) p r e v o c a 1 ic or
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Appendix B-2 (continued)
Place, m a n n e r , and voicing analysis of C.B.'s single word 
speech sample.
C Manner Place Voicing No. Corr 
of T.P.
S u b s t . 
+ No .
Pos. %
Corr
b stop bilabial Y e s (Y )
p stop bilabial N o <N )
d stop lingua- Y 
a 1v e o 1ar
t stop 
g stop 
k stop
V fric* 
f f r i c 
5  fr ic 
0  f r i c 
z f r i c 
s f r ic 
5  fric
1 i ngua- N
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- Y
ve 1 ar
1 i ngua- N
vel ar
glottal
1ab i o Y
dental
1ab i o N
d e n t a 1
1 i n g u a — Y
dental
1 i ngua- N
dental
1 i ngua- Y
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- N
a l v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- Y
pa 1 a t a 1
4(4/4)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
3(3/3)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
2 (2/2 ) 
3(3/3)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
3(3/3)
7(7/7)
1 (1/2 )
1 (1/2 )
3(3/3)
1 (1 / 1 )
0 (0/ 1)
0(0/ 1) 
0 (0/2 )
1 (1 / 1 )
3(3/4)
2 (2/2 )
4(4/4)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
f-1
f-1
f-2
s- 1
*Pre lOO
Pre lOO 
*Post lOO
Post lOO
Pre lOO 
Post 100
Pre 100
Pre lOO 
Post lOO
Pre 50 
Post 50
Pre lOO 
Post 100
Post O
Pre O 
Post O
Pre lOO 
Post 75
Pre 100 
Post 100
Post lOO
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y  fri
h
45-
1 c
fric 
af f *
aff
n nasal
nasa 1
1ingua­
pa 1 a ta 1
glottal
1 ingua­
pa 1 a ta 1
1 i n g u a ­
pa 1 a ta 1
m nasal bilabial
1 i ngua- 
a 1v e o 1ar
1 i ngua- 
vel ar
N
N
Y
N
1 (1 / 1 )
1 (1/2 )
3(3/3)
1 ( 1 / 1 )
1 ( 1/ 1 )
1 ( 1 / 1 )
0 (0/ 1)
3(3/3)
1 (1 / 1 )
1 (1 / 1 )
5(5/5)
2 (2/2 )
d-1
Pre 100 
Post 50
Pre 100
Pre 100 
Post 100
Pre 100 
Post O
Pre 100 
Post 100
Pre 100 
Post 100
Post 100
w g 1 i de bilabial
1 glide lingua- Y
a 1v e o 1ar
r glide lingua- Y
palatal
1 (1 / 1 )
1 (1 / 1 )
0 (0/ 1)
1 (1/2 )
2(2/2)
w — 1
Pre 100 
Post 100
Pre O 
Post 50
Pre 100
*Pre = prevocalic 
*Post = postvocalic 
*fric = fricative 
*aff = a ffricate
No t e . For each p h o n e m e  the manner and place of articulation 
and voicing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are s t a t e d . In addition 
the number correct of correct occurrences of the 
target p h o n e m e  (No. Corr of T.P.), the number and 
speech sound s ubstituted for the targeted speech 
sound (Subst. + No.), and the percent correct of the 
targeted p h o n e m e  with reference to word position 
(prevocalic or postvocalic) are delineated.
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Appendix B-3
C .B.'s speech produc t i o n s  and analysis of patterns on fifty 
words obtained from his connected speech sample. For each 
child g l o s s  the sound changes and description which best 
d e s c r i b e s  the phonological process is s t a t e d .
Adult Gloss C h i 1d BIoss Sound Changes
go
home
like
cow
k i t tens
Ernie
Grover
Snuf fy 
pig
dog
came
car
bus
go
horn
Ik
k 111 n
STni
dob 
n A f i
pi
d ̂  
kern 
k &  
b/\ s
\-0
ns— n
gr-d
V — b
sn-n
Processes
Initial 
Consonant 
D e 1e t i on ( I C D )
ICD
C 1 uster
Reduction (CR)
CR
Stopp i ng 
CR
Final Consonant 
Deletion (FCD)
FCD
FCD
subway 
brother 
sleep ing
A  b e
b /\d
sw i p 19
s - ^
w - ^
br-b
i  -d
s 1 -sw
ICD
ICD
CR
Stopp i ng 
G1id i ng (GL)
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four
f i ve
mommy 
daddy 
s i s ter
look
cast 1e 
this 
d i sh
broken
bird
bac k 
Sun
Santa claus
ch i cken 
orange
pop
know
how
take
out
nose
V
V aJ
m a m  i 
da^ d i 
sIstTT
u t
k ̂  so
dis
dis
bo kan 
bXa-t
bcJie 
s A  n
K Z> z
tikin
wid
P ^ P  
no 
ou 
tek
f — V P r e v o c a 1 i c 
Voicing (P V V )
PVV
FCD
X- - tr
1 - 0  
k— t
1 —o
Ô-cj
S
br —b 
d- t
k - ^
k 1-k 
t -t 
r-w
nd^-d  ̂
nos
ki—0
- P
z-s
Vocali zat ion 
( VOC)
ICO
Fronting (velar)
VOC
Stopp i ng
Front i ng 
(p a 1 a t a l )
CR
Prevocalie 
D e v o icing (PVD)
FCD
S y 11a b 1e 
Reduction <S R ) 
CR
Stopp i ng
GL
CR
ICD
FCD
PVD
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boy 
eat i ng 
p 1 ay i ng 
found 
ball 
dropped 
puz z 1es
toy
1 adder
house
rocket
sh i p
b Ô J 
i tlr^ 
pel I tj 
f BJJ nt 
b A^o 
dDp t 
p /\do
t Z) I 
let
h
r oLt I 
sip
p 1-p
nd — n t
1 “O
dr-d
z-d 
1 — o
s-^
d — t
s-0
k-t
t - 0
CR
PVD
VOC
CR
Stopp i ng 
VOC 
FCD
PVD
FCD
Fronting (Velar) 
FCD
Front i ng 
(p a l a t a l )
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Appendix B-4
C.B.'s transcribed speech productions on the elicited fifty 
single words from The Assessment of Phonolooical Processes- 
Revi sed (Hodson, 1986).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
THE ASSESSMENT OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES— Revised 
Barbara Williams Hodson
Name WL Birthdate . 03/66/,g A  asta , i q«q Examiner UacüaQâM.
1. babkel
b & s k i  t
21. lump ropa
riXtf
dtAWvp, roup
31. Santa Clawa
,Î>A n+I?
U a z n t a .k lo z
41. airing
s  19 
s t  r i7 |
2. bobu
b «ut 4"
t o u t s
12. fiah
f  % r
f i j
22. laaf . »(jCt T
l i f
3S scrawdrhmr
SK vder bv
'akru.;<lraiV3r
42. aw*atar
ts w c ty
3. candlb
IC Jut. net j  j
‘ k s i n d j
13. flower
f  3«ujT^
t  la u w s r
23. mask
m  JKS
M a z s  k
3S th o a -
i :
43. talavlalon
-f£tO  bi
4. Chair 14. fork
f  ^
f  3 ?  k
24. mouth
m a v - f
T n .a tro
34. aiMa .500 a id
3 l a i d
44. thumb
9 a m
s. cowboy hat
fc j-irb ax
'k a v b o i , K » l
IS  glasaes0 (aJ «MSÜIS
' g l & s i z
25. mualc box
b«.klS
'ïn ju x ik »  bo.ks
3S amoko
■Sou<. , 
5 T n o v k
4S toothbruah
-J* u-f bA s
t u .0, trA j"
S. erayona 
7. throa 
«. black 
9. graan 
10. yallow, k r  rh 2
k r e i  3 ^ 2. 
6r*L
b k  
b l a e k
a n  n
a r l n
J
' j d m /
IS  giowo
-) W W  
g l A V
2S noao
n ovz- 
71 O VZ.
3S anaka
s n e i  k
4S truck
4 ka K
t r A  k
17. gum
^  A nn
27. pago
P ^  
p e i i ^
37. aoap 
S O W  
SOT/ p
47. vaaa
V e%s
v e i  s
IS  hangar 
, h 7̂
K aa  j a *
2S (alrlplana
p LO eX'^
p i  e i n
3S apeon
p u n
S p a n
4S watch
W a ' i f
w o .  y
19. horaa
In 3 > S
k o y s
29. quaan
ic W
A w  l 7 l
3S aquara
StCi^eT
s k w É z r
4S yoyo
jO W  jou 
' j o v  jo v
20. lea cwbea
a l ^  f^ubz 
'a J L S .k ju .b z
3S rock
r  O. K
r o .k
T-
a t  oLzr
so. zippar
Copyttgm C IM S  by 
Th* m ta rau i* P rin tm  é PuM lthara, Ine.
hKMWlrmnii n1 r: *ï~ r-ti‘Mi‘i r pin f —
Til* MmiM* t  Ub. DtiMHi MM* »«KM40U.
ftM M iNaltJt
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Appendi x B-5
Phonological A n a l y s i s  Summary Obtained from the CAPP
Case 2 : 
D . O . B . :
C.B.
03/04/84
Phonological Analysis Summary
Pat tern 
Dev i a t i ons
Syllable R e d uctions 
Prevocalic Singletons  
Postvocalic Si n g l e t o n s  
Consonant S e quences 
Str idents 
Velars 
Liquid (1)
Liquid (r )
N a s a 1s 
G1i des
Percentage of 
Occurrence
O
5
0 
28 
14 
9
64
38
1 1 
O
Po tent i a 1 
Occurences
19 
44 
31 
40 
43 
22 
1 1 
21 
19 
10
Average of Phonological Processes: 17
Phonological Devi a n c y  Score : 27
Severity Interval: Moderate
Goal; To increase intelligibility by facilitating 
e m e r g e n c e  of the following phonological 
p a t t e r n s :
L i qu id {1)
No t e . From Computer Analysis of Phonological Processes 
by B.W. Hodson, 1985, Stoni ngton XL: Phonocomp.
C o pyright 1905.
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